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Abstract
This paper argues based on data from Uyghur (Turkic) that clausal complementa-
tion structures involving a special form of the verb ‘say’ are actually adjunct clauses
headed by the verb ‘say’ that merge at two heights: VP or TP. I demonstrate that
properties unique to ‘say’ as a main verb extend to ‘say’ in these adjunct clauses. Ac-
cusative subjects are a primary focus, where it is shown that the re-analysis of clausal
complementation has implications for Case Theory in Uyghur and beyond.

Keywords Case assignment · Complementation · Agreement · Adjunction · Say ·
Uyghur · Sakha · Turkic languages

1 Introduction

Lord (1976) drew attention to the fact that many languages carry out clausal comple-
mentation using some form of the verb ‘say.’ In some studies, these elements have
been treated as verbal (Driemel and Kouneli 2020; Kinyalolo 1993; Koopman 1984;
Koopman and Sportiche 1989; Özyıldız 2017), but it is far more common for these
elements to be treated as simple complementizers (selected by V or N) that are akin
to English that. In the present paper, I contribute to this discussion based on data from
Uyghur (Southeastern Turkic), such as the cases in (1).1

1Uyghur is spoken by approximately 10 million people, primarily in The Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region in The People’s Republic of China. In addition to China, there are many speakers in the neighboring
regions of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, in addition to diaspora communities around the world. All Uyghur
Latin characters correspond to their IPA counterparts with the following exceptions: 〈e〉 = [E/æ], 〈é〉 = [e],
〈gh〉 = [K], 〈j〉 = [Ã], 〈ng〉 = [N], 〈ö〉 = [ø], 〈r〉 = [r/R], 〈sh〉 = [S], 〈ch〉 = [Ù], 〈ü〉 = [y], 〈y〉 = [j], and 〈zh〉 =
[Z]. All transcriptions and spelling conventions are based on standard Uyghur conventions. All examples,
including those taken from S&S, are modified to reflect standardized Uyghur spellings to the best of my
abilities. This paper uses the Leipzig glossing conventions with the following exception: indirect past =
PST.INDIR.
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(1) Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

göshnan-ni
meatbread-ACC

et-t-i
make-PST-3

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said Tursun made meatbread.’

(2) Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

göshnan-ni
meatbread-ACC

et-t-i
make-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

oyla-y-du.
think-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur thinks that Tursun made meatbread.’
(lit. ‘Mahinur thinks (something), saying Tursun made meatbread.’)

Notice that the bolded portions of (1) and (2) are the same. The present paper
argues that rather than this being a diachronic coincidence, the syntactic structure of
the bolded regions across these examples is identical; that is, both examples contain
the verb ‘say,’ which introduces a tensed clausal complement. Whereas in (1), it is
indisputable that de- is the verb ‘say,’ I suggest the same for de- in dep, the apparent
“complementizer,” in (2). This analysis predicts that properties unique to ‘say’ in
cases like (1) should similarly be observed in de-p (henceforth dep) clauses, which I
demonstrate to be the case.2

In this paper, I suggest that the grammatical mechanism responsible for linking
‘say’ clauses to the matrix clause is transparently represented in the morphology of
dep; namely, the converbial suffix -(I)p, as shown in (3).

(3) Meni

1SG

karwat-tin
bed-ABL

sekre-p
jump-CNV

(andin)
and.then

ECi chüsh-üp
fall-CNV

ECi

put-um-ni
foot-1SG.POSS-ACC

sundur-iwal-d-im.
break-CAUS-COMPL-PST.DIR-1SG

‘I jumped off the bed and broke my foot by falling.’

I demonstrate that -(I)p clauses are adjuncts that merge at two distinct heights: TP
and VP, as shown in (4).

(4)

2The translations of dep clauses in cases like (2) are intended to most clearly illustrate how they differ
from other forms of clausal complementation. In most cases, one could translate them as ‘that’ clauses.
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I argue that it is in precisely these two positions that dep merges into the structure,
which gives rise to distinct morpho-syntactic and semantic properties. This analy-
sis is strikingly similar to the analysis of Washo non-factive predicates, which are
also treated as modifiers, not arguments (Bochnak et al. 2021). However, unlike
Washo, dep clauses not only contain an adverbial linker, but also the verb ‘say.’ In
this way, I show that these structures exhibit the external syntax of converbial con-
structions, but the internal syntax (and semantics) of sentences containing the verb
‘say.’

Based on this analysis, dep clauses should appear in environment where they are
clearly unselected, unlike simple complementizers. This is precisely what we find
in cases like (5), where the content it introduces is construed as a reason or excuse
offered by the matrix subject.

(5) Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

[aghrip.qal-i-du]
get.sick-NONPST-3

de]-p
say-CNV

kel-d-i.
come-PST-3

‘Mahinur, saying Tursun would get sick, returned.’

Once motivating a novel analysis of dep clauses, I turn to its implications in the
domain of case theory. Notice in (5) that the subject embedded under dep has ac-
cusative case. This construction is roughly equivalent to Sakha (Northeastern Turkic)
data discussed by Baker and Vinokurova (2010) (henceforth B&V), provided in (6).

(6) Masha
Masha

[Misha-ny
Misha-ACC

[yaldj-ya
fall.sick-FUT.3SS

dien]]
that

tönün-ne.
return-PST.3SS

‘Masha returned (for fear) that Misha would fall sick.’ (B&V 2010: 617, 44)

During the Government and Binding/Principles and Parameters era, Burzio (1986)
proposed a positive correlation between the introduction of an agent and the assign-
ment of accusative case, encapsulated as “Burzio’s Generalization.” Since Chomsky
(2000), much of the syntactic literature on case has analyzed accusative case as the re-
sult of an Agree(ment) relationship between a Probe (an active v) and a Goal (usually
the direct object). I refer to this approach as Case-by-Agree.3 Based on B&V’s treat-
ment of dien as a simple complementizer, there is no transitive verb in (6). Given that
accusative case arises despite the absence of a v, B&V argue in favor of a different
theory of case, Dependent Case Theory (henceforth DCT), which is a configurational
theory of case assignment based on Marantz (1991). Under this theory, Burzio’s Gen-
eralization results from a c-command relation between two NP arguments within the
same local domain (the same phase).

Just as dep is the converbial form of the verb ‘say’ in Uyghur, the same is true of
dien in Sakha (the converbial suffix in Sakha is -(E)n). Under the present proposal, as

3Throughout this paper, I frame the theoretical discussion as a competition between Case-by-Agree versus
Dependent Case Theory (DCT), although other analyses associating accusative case with a functional head
would suffice, such as spec-head agreement (Chomsky 1986; Kayne 1989; Koopman and Sportiche 1989)
or a combination of spec-head agreement and government (Koopman and Sportiche 1991).
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indicated in (5), cases like (6) contain the verb ‘say,’ which resurrects analyses that
associate accusative case with an active v, as shown in (7).

(7)

When de- ‘say’ is the matrix verb, (7) is embedded under matrix T. In dep con-
texts, (7) is embedded inside a converbial -(I)p clause, which can either adjoin to VP
or TP. As a result, it is possible to account for cases like (5) and (6) via Agreement
with the v within the extended projection of ‘say’ using Case-by-Agree. However,
I also introduce an alternative proposal, by which Agreement with v is responsi-
ble for triggering movement that feeds application of DCT. The present proposal
sharpens the ability for Case-by-Agree or DCT to account for the accusative case
facts.

In the end, I argue that the structure in (7) is embedded within an -(I)p
clause in dep contexts, giving rise to a configuration where there is a v asso-
ciated with the matrix verb and another associated with ‘say,’ making it pos-
sible for both clauses to license accusative case. In (8), ‘tell’ selects an object
that can raise into the specifier of the matrix v. The v associated with ‘say’
is similarly able to assign accusative to the embedded subject, via the same
process as (7). This analysis that I build throughout the paper is provided in
(9).

(8) Mahinur
Mahinur

manga
1SG.DAT

bu
this

xewer-*(ni)
news-ACC

[ECi Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

*(de-p)]
say-CNV

éyt-t-i.
tell-PST-3

‘Mahinur told me this news, saying Tursun left.’
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(9)

The structure above illustrates a VP-level dep clause. A TP-level dep clause differs
only in its attachment height. Put more concretely, the de- structure in (7) is embedded
under -(I)p, which can attach at both heights, as illustrated in (4).

Turning to case theory, sentences like (6) have appeared to be one of the most
compelling cases against any theory that correlates accusative case with transitive
verbs. For this reason, it seemed that an alternative theory, such as DCT, was needed
to explain environments that really seem to lack a transitive verb, despite the presence
of accusative case. The analysis put forth in this paper eliminates the problems im-
posed by the accusative subjects in cases like (5) and (6) by arguing for the presence
of ‘say,’ which resurrects theories like Case-by-Agree that assume a link between
accusative case and transitive verbs. In this way, these accusative subjects reduce to
run-of-the-mill Raising-to-Object or ECM configurations. For this reason, one of the
implications of this paper is that it is a contribution to the debate about whether Case-
by-Agree is truly insufficient (Baker 2015; Marantz 1991; McFadden 2004; Yip et al.
1987) and also whether Dependent Case Theory is sufficient or necessary (Šereikaitė
2021).

Zooming out, this paper makes several empirical, methodological, and theoretical
points. One has to do with the assumptions that we make when analyzing data from
(at least) understudied languages. The questions asked in this paper follow from tak-
ing the morphology at face value (i.e. dep is ‘say’ + CNV). Most of the questions that
led to the empirical findings in this paper would not have been asked if not for this
initial step. Furthermore, looking at naturalistic data led me to discover how many
cases did not follow from a prototypical ‘that’-CP analysis of dep clauses. This pa-
per stresses the importance of at least entertaining the analytical possibility that the
morphology is as it seems, even for items that appear to be functional. In applying
this approach, this paper offers a novel analysis of ‘say’ clausal adjuncts, which alter-
nate with genuine clausal complementation structures. Although the idea that clausal
complementation could involve adjunction is not novel, the morpho-syntactic proper-
ties and semantic contributions of ‘say’ and the linker is. It is this part of the analysis
that leads to several other theoretical contributions related to Case Theory, indexical
shift, direct quotation and beyond. The findings in this paper can likely be extended
to ‘say’ complementation structures in other languages, as well.
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This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, I offer an analysis of -(I)p construc-
tions, demonstrating that they are adjuncts that merge at either VP or TP. Section 3
shows that dep clauses exhibit the same external distribution as -(I)p clauses and
that dep itself does not distibute like or behave like a complementizer. Section 4 in-
troduces a brief background of case theory, particularly as it has been discussed in
Turkic. Section 5 discusses properties of clauses introduced by de- ‘say,’ particularly
focusing on how to determine whether a clause is transparent or opaque, the posi-
tion of accusative subjects and proleptic objects, and how there are shared properties
between accusative subjects and objects more generally. Section 6 demonstrates that
the re-analysis of dep clauses introduced in Sects. 2–4 is able to account for a wide
range of issues related to accusative case assignment in Uyghur. Sections 7 and 8
offer some discussion of the implications of this work and conclusions.

2 Converbial -(I)p and dep

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that dep constructions distribute and
behave like converbial -(I)p constructions. Given that the distribution of dep clauses
is unlike (e.g.) ‘that’ clauses in English, I suggest the null hypothesis should be that
the morphology transparently indicates that these are converbial constructions. This
section builds upon Sugar (2019) and Major (2021), demonstrating that -(I)p clauses
are able to adjoin to VP or TP.4 I then demonstrate that the same holds true of dep
clauses. On this basis, I suggest that dep clauses are converbial constructions contain-
ing the verb ‘say.’

In this section, I first demonstrate that there are -(I)p clauses that merge as
(roughly) VP modifiers. I then show that there are other -(I)p clauses that merge
higher, roughly at TP. I demonstrate that the height of merger has consequences for
both the syntax and semantics. I then briefly discuss the status of empty categories
and extraction out of these adjunct clauses.5

2.1 VP-modifying -(I)p

In (10), the bolded -(I)p clause is interpreted as a VP-modifier in both cases. In (10a),
the -(I)p clause indicates the manner in which the ‘flattening’ took place. In (10b),
the -(I)p clause indicates the manner in which the subject ‘came.’

(10) a. Ahmat
Ahmat

métal-ni
metal-ACC

ur-up
pound-CNV

tüzli-wet-t-i.
flatten-COMPL-PST-3

‘Ahmat pounded the metal flat (flattened by pounding).’ (Sugar 2019: 14)

4There may be additional structure within -(I)p clauses, as Sugar (2019) argues in favor of at least four dis-
tinct constructions. In Major (2021), it is shown that there is only clear evidence for two distinct syntactic
structures.
5VP-level -(I)p constructions correspond roughly to Sugar’s “Inner Aspect Serial Verb Constructions.”
TP-level -(I)p constructions correspond to Sugar’s Event Serial Verb Constructions.
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b. Abliz
Abliz

méng-ip
walk-CNV

kel-d-i.
come-PST-3

‘Abliz walked here (came by walking).’ (Sugar 2019: 14)

One reason to assume that these -(I)p clauses merge low in the structure comes
from the fact that they are interpreted relative to the aspect specified in the matrix
clause. For instance, the manner (pounding) is interpreted as progressive, despite the
fact that it not marked for progressive (11a). When it does have progressive mark-
ing, the meaning shifts to one in which two independent activities are taking place:
pounding metal and flattening metal, but crucially without the reading in which there
is a direct causal relationship between them (11b).

(11) a. Ahmat
Ahmat

métal-ni
metal-ACC

ur-up
hit-CNV

tüzle-wat-i-du.
flatten-PROG-NONPST-3

‘Ahmet is flattening the metal by pounding it.’

b. Ahmat
Ahmat

métal-ni
metal-ACC

ur-iwét-ip
hit-PROG-CNV

tüzle-wat-i-du.
flatten-PROG-NONPST-3

‘Ahmat, hitting the metal, is also flattening it/something.’

The case in (11a) is incompatible with a context in which there is a lapse in time be-
tween the pounding and flattening—the manner reading is obligatory and the pound-
ing cannot precede the initiation of the flattening event and all pounding is linked to
the flattening event. The latter case is compatible with any context where Ahmat is in
the process of hitting metal and flattening it, either consecutively or simultaneously,
but the pounding is not responsible for causing the flattening.

The same situation arises for the completive aspect, which is found on the matrix
verb in (10a). Completive aspect on the main verb applies to both the matrix VP
and the manner-modifying -(I)p clause. It is only able to appear on the main verb,
without giving rise to an entirely different interpretation, by which the completive
aspect applies to the two events independently (12). The acceptable interpretation
in this case would be that two events are completed: a pounding event and also a
flattening event.

(12) Ahmat
Ahmat

métal-ni
metal-ACC

ur-iwét-ip
pound-COMPL-CNV

tüzli-wet-t-i.
flatten-COMPL-PST-3

‘Ahmat has finished pounding the metal and has finished flattening some-
thing.’

The structure corresponding to the completive is very low in the clausal spine
(Cinque 1999). The fact that the -(I)p modifier merges below completive aspect-
marking is highly suggestive that it merges low in the VP region. When a single
instance of the completive occurs, it is interpreted such that the manner in which the
flattening was carried out was ‘by pounding’ and that both actions are completed. It
should also be noted that there are clear prosodic differences between the manner and
“other” readings. Like English, the manner reading lacks a substantial break, while
the “other” reading generally requires comma intonation.

An additional piece of evidence suggesting that these -(I)p clauses merge low in
the structure is that manner adverbials that modify the main predicate are able to
occur to the left of the converbial-marked predicate:
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(13) Ahmat
Ahmat

métal-ni
metal-ACC

téz
quickly

ur-up
pound-CNV

tüzli-wet-t-i.
flatten-COMPL-PST-3

‘Ahmat quickly flattened the metal by pounding it.’ (Sugar 2019: 120, Ex.
265)

The fact that this adverb is able to modify the main verb ‘flatten,’ yet appears
higher than the converbial marked verb, supports the analysis that these are truly
VP-modifying -(I)p clauses. Given standard assumptions about Turkic (Baker and
Vinokurova 2010; Öztürk 2005; Sugar 2019; a.o.), that manner adverbs adjoin to
(roughly) VP, a position below the landing site of accusative objects, we can con-
clude that the converb-marked verb ‘pound’ merges within the extended projection
of VP.

2.2 Differentiating between VP-level and TP-level -(I)p

The next section offers some additional discussion of TP-level -(I)p clauses, but some
of the clearest evidence in favor of analyzing a subset of -(I)p clauses as VP modifiers
comes from the ways in which they differ from TP-level -(I)p. For this reason, I
discuss both types here, which will later be shown to be observed for dep clauses.
First, VP-level -(I)p clauses are possible answers to ‘how’ questions, while TP-level
-(I)p clauses are not. Second, I show VP “ellipsis” constructions, where VP-level -(I)p
clauses can be interpreted within an elided VP, while TP-level cannot. I then illustrate
that the position for matrix accusative objects is higher than VP-level -(I)p, but lower
than TP-level -(I)p. Finally, I show that Negative Concord Items can be licensed by
matrix negation within a VP-level -(I)p clause, but not a TP-level -(I)p clause.

I argue that VP-level -(I)p clauses should be analyzed as shown in (14).

(14)

From this point forward, all cases that I refer to as VP-level -(I)p constructions are
potential answers to ‘how’ questions, can function as the antecedent for anaphoric el-
ements shundaq/undaq ‘like this/that,’ and occur below the landing site of accusative-
marked matrix objects, which I illustrate next. One other note: Uyghur is a discourse
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pro-drop language, leading to arguments often going unrealized. For the time being,
I represent these null arguments as Empty Category (EC) and offer more detailed
discussion in Sect. 2.4.

Both -(I)p clauses in (10) are able to function as answers to ‘how’ questions, shown
in (15) and (16). Insertion of a manner adverbial is similarly sufficient to answer the
same questions.

(15) a. A: Ahmat
Ahmat

métal-ni
metal-ACC

qandaq
how

tüzli-wet-t-i?
flatten-COMPL-PST-3

‘How did Ahmat flatten the metal?’ (adapted from Sugar 2019: 76)

b. B: (U-ni)
it-ACC

ur-up/téz
pound-CNV/quickly

tüzli-wet-t-i.
flatten-COMPL-PST-3

‘He flattened it by pounding it/flattened it quickly.’ (adapted from Sugar
2019: 76)

(16) a. A: Abliz
Abliz

qandaq
how

kel-d-i?
come-PST-3

‘How did Abliz come (here)?’ (adapted from Sugar 2019: 77)

b. B: (U)
he

méng-ip/téz
walk-CNV/quickly

kel-d-i.
come-PST-3

‘He came by walking/came quickly.’ (adapted from Sugar 2019: 77)

Given that -(I)p clauses in these cases correspond to answers to manner questions, it is
reasonable to conclude that these elements are VP manner modifiers. Turning to cases
where the -(I)p clause merges in the TP region, an -(I)p clause is not a VP modifier,
which makes it an insufficient answer to a ‘how’ question ((17b) is an acceptable
answer to a ‘why’ question).

(17) a. A: Ahmat
Ahmat

polu-ni
pilaf-ACC

qandaq
how

yé-d-i?
eat-PST-3

‘How did Ahmat eat the pilaf?’

b. B: # (U-ni)
it-ACC

ét-ip
make-CNV

yé-d-i.
make-COMPL-PST-3

Intended: ‘Having made it, he ate it.’

The same difference is observed between VP-level -(I)p and TP-level -(I)p in the
context of the anaphoric element shundaq ‘like this.’ Shundaq is able to stand in for
-(I)p when it modifies the VP (18a), but not when it attaches at the TP (or higher)
level (18b).

(18) a. Ahmat
Ahmat

métal-ni
metal-ACC

ur-up
hit-CNV

tüzli-wet-t-i,
flatten-COMPL-PST-3

men=mu
1SG=ADD

shundaq
like.this

tüzli-wet-t-im.
flatten-COMPL-PST-1SG

‘Ahmat flattened the metal by pounding it, and I flattened [=metal by
pounding] like this, too.’
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b. Tursun
Tursun

polu
pilaf

ét-ip
make-CNV

yé-d-i,
eat-PST-3

#men=mu
1SG=ADD

shundaq
like.this

yé-d-im.
eat-PST-1SG

‘Tursun, having made pilaf, ate it and #I ate [pilaf having cooked it]
like this too.’

Another way to track the relative height of -(I)p is to look at the position of -(I)p
relative to accusative case. Most cases introduced thus far involve two predicates that
share the same internal argument, which makes it difficult to tell whether the overt
argument is introduced by one predicate or the other. One way to avoid this issue is
to ensure that the manner is an intransitive predicate, such as (19a), where it is clear
that the accusative object occurs to the left of a predicate (‘run’) that does not license
an accusative argument. This is a hallmark of VP-level -(I)p. When there is a shared
object, introducing a part-whole relation, as is the case in (19b) makes it possible to
show that there are actually two accusative positions. This is a property of TP-level
-(I)p, where there are two independent events involving two direct objects (often only
one overt) that are related only temporally (e.g. one does not describe the manner of
or cause the other).6

(19) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

put-i-*(ni)
foot-3POSS-ACC

yügür-üp
run-CNV

sun-dur-d-i.
break-CAUS-PST-3

‘Mahinur broke her foot running.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

polu-(ni)
pilaf-ACC

ét-ip
make-CNV

(yérim-i-ni)
half-3POSS-ACC

yé-d-i.
eat-PST-3

‘Mahinur, having made the pilaf, ate (half of) it.’

We can gain further insights about the clause structure of -(I)p clauses by consid-
ering Negative Concord Items. More specifically, there are a series of elements that
contain the negative quantifier héch-, which require clausemate negation (Asarina
2011; Major 2022; Sudo 2012). This is exemplified in (20).

(20) Mahinur
Mahinur

héchnéme
no.what

yé-*(mi)-d-i.
eat-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur didn’t eat anything.’

Illustrating the clausemate condition for negation and NCIs, notice that an NCI
object within an embedded clause (finite or participial) cannot be licensed by matrix
negation:

6All -(I)p clauses that merge at the VP-level are also able to merge at the TP-level. For instance, the
following case is judged as less natural, but is essentially compatible with the same interpretation as (19a):

(i) Mahinur
Mahinur

yügür-üp
run-CNV

put-i-*(ni)
foot-3POSS-ACC

sun-dur-d-i.
break-CAUS-PST-3

‘Mahinur, having run, broke her foot.’

In this case, there is no reason to mention the running and the breaking of the foot if there is no relationship
and the strongest (and most natural) relationship is to assume a causal link.
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(21) a. * Abliz
Abliz

[Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

héchnéme
no.what

yé-gen-lik-i-ni]
eat-PTCP.PST-COMP-3POSS-ACC

dé-mi-d-i.
say-NEG-PST-3

Intended: ‘Abliz didn’t say that Tursun ate anything.’ (adapted from
Sugar 2019: 332)

b. * Abliz
Abliz

[Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

héchnéme
no.what

yé-d-i]
eat-PST-3

dé-mi-d-i.
say-NEG-PST-3

Intended: ‘Abliz didn’t say that Tursun ate anything.’

It is possible for an NCI object introduced by the matrix verb to be licensed by
matrix negation (22). In a case such as this one, the NCI object is associated with
both verbs.

(22) Mahinur
Mahinur

héchnémi-*(ni)
no.what-ACC

ét-ip
make-CNV

yé-*(mi)-d-i.
eat-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur didn’t make and eat anything.’

By using the same type of part-whole relation discussed for (19b), we can show that
the construction is a TP-level -(I)p clause and we see that matrix negation is unable
to license the NCI object associated with the verb ‘make.’ The same holds for (23b),
where andin forces a consecutive interpretation of the TP-level -(I)p clause, which
similarly prevents licensing of hte NCI object.7

(23) a. * Mahinur
Mahinur

héchnémi-(ni)
no.what-ACC

ét-ip
make-CNV

yérim-i-ni
half-3POSS-ACC

yé-*(mi)-d-i.
eat-NEG-PST-3

Intended: ‘Mahinur didn’t cook anything and eat half of it.’

b. * Mahinur
Mahinur

héchnémi-(ni)
no.what-ACC

ét-ip
make-CNV

andin
and.then

yé-*(mi)-d-i.
eat-NEG-PST-3

Intended: ‘Mahinur, having cooked anything, didn’t eat it.’

Unlike NCIs contained within TP-level -(I)p clauses, all elements contained within
VP-level -(I)p clauses can be licensed by matrix negation. This is made especially
transparent by looking at ditransitive level VP-level -(I)p clauses, such as ‘by giving.’
Before showing the NCI data, however, it is first necessary to show that this construc-
tion passes the diagnostics introduced for VP-level -(I)p. Notice that ‘giving drugs’ is
able to function as the answer to a ‘how’ question (24) and is also interpreted within
the ‘shundaq’ VP in (25).8

(24) a. Question: Biz
1PL

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

qandaq
how

uxla-t-t-uq?
sleep-CAUS-PST-1PL

‘How did we cause Tursun to sleep?’

7Given that NCI subjects are licensed by matrix negation, an explanation for why an NCI object embedded
within a TP-level -(I)p clause cannot be licensed. I leave this question to future research.
8There is a strong preference for undaq ‘like that’ under negation in cases like (25). There is no relevant
difference between shundaq and undaq for present purposes.
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b. Answer: Biz
1PL

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

dora
drug

bér-ip
give-CNV

uxla-t-t-uq.
sleep-CAUS-PST-1PL

‘We made Tursun sleep by giving him drugs.’

(25) Ular
3PL

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

dora
drug

bér-ip
give-CNV

uxla-t-t-i,
sleep-CAUS-PST-3

biraq
but

biz
1PL=Q

undaq
like.that

uxla-t-mi-d-uq.
sleep-CAUS-NEG-PST-1PL

‘They made Tursun sleep by giving him drugs, but we didn’t make him sleep
like that.’

Turning back to NCIs, notice that all elements contained within the VP-level -(I)p
clause can be replaced with NCIs licensed by matrix negation (26). First, consider
the base sentence (26a), which allows Tursun to be introduced as the causee of the
main predicate (accusative-marked) or as the indirect object of ‘give’ within the -(I)p
clause. Notice that it is possible to license an NCI indirect object within the -(I)p
clause (26b), a direct object (26c), or even a subject (26d).9

(26) a. Bizi

1PL

Tursun-ni/gha
Tursun-ACC/DAT

dora
drug

bér-ip
give-CNV

uxla-t-mi-d-uq.
sleep-CAUS-NEG-PST-1PL

‘We didn’t make Tursun sleep by giving him drugs.’
b. Bizi

1PL

[ECi héchkim-ge
no.who-DAT

dora
drug

bér-ip]
give-CNV

uxla-t-mi-d-uq.
sleep-CAUS-NEG-PST-1PL

‘We didn’t make anyone sleep by giving them drugs.’
c. Bizi

1PL

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

[ECi héchnéme
no.what

bér-ip]
give-CNV

uxla-t-mi-d-i.
sleep-CAUS-NEG-PST-3

‘We didn’t make Tursun sleep by giving him anything.’
d. Biz

1PL

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

[héchqaysi-miz
no.which-1PL

dora
drug

bér-ip]
give-CNV

uxla-t-mi-d-uq.
sleep-CAUS-NEG-PST-1PL

‘We didn’t make Tursun sleep by any of us giving him drugs.’

This section has provided various forms of evidence that there are differences
between VP-level -(I)p clauses and TP-level -(I)p clauses and diagnostics to tease
them apart. I now provide additional information about TP-level -(I)p clauses.

2.3 More on TP-level -(I)p

Whereas VP-modifying -(I)p constructions encode manner or directional informa-
tion, TP-modifying -(I)p constructions are far less restricted. Notice in (27) for in-
stance, that there are three distinct events taking place, which are most naturally con-
strued as sequential. Only the final verb is inflected for tense and agreement and each

9Only a limited set of verbs license dative causees in Uyghur and ‘give’ cannot license a dative causee. If
the -(I)p clause is removed in (26a), only accusative case is possible on the causee: Biz Tursun-ni/*ge uxlat-
miduq ‘We didn’t make Tursun sleep.’ For this reason, we can use accusative versus dative to differentiate
between the causee and indirect object of ‘give.’
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-(I)p clause is followed by a substantial prosodic break, which is not true of VP-level
-(I)p.

(27) Mahinur
Mahinur

mektep-ke
school-DAT

bér-ip,
go-CNV

ders-ke
class-DAT

qatnish-ip,
attend-CNV

qayt-t-i.
return-PST-3

‘Mahinur, having went to school and attended class, and returned.’

Also unlike VP-level -(I)p, it is possible for the reference time (the time in which
each event takes place) to be distinct, even across days without overlap. However,
there is a strong preference for the clauses to be introduced in sequential order. For
this reason, (28a) is acceptable, while (28b) is unacceptable.

(28) a. [[Men
1SG

tünügün
yesterday

mektep-ke
school-DAT

bér-ip]
go-CNV

bügün
today

bazar-gha
bazaar-DAT

bar-d-im].
go-PST-1SG

‘Having gone to school yesterday, I went to the bazaar today.’

b. # [[Men
1SG

bügün
today

mektep-ke
school-DAT

bér-ip]
go-CNV

tünügün
yesterday

bazar-gha
bazaar-DAT

bar-d-im].
go-PST-1SG

Intended: ‘Having gone to school today, I went to the bazaar yester-
day.’

The main point is that any two predicates can be combined via TP-level -(I)p, be-
cause a temporal/sequential relationship is an acceptable default. This is unlike VP-
level -(I)p, where the -(I)p predicate must be a potential modifier of the matrix
VP.

Another property of TP-level -(I)p constructions is that the entire -(I)p clause (in-
cluding its subject) precedes the entire matrix clause, as shown in (29).10

(29) [[Siz
2SG

girim
makeup

qil-ip]
do-CNV

(andin)
(and.then)

mengz-ingiz
cheek-2SG.POSS

qizir-ip
redden-CNV

ket-t-i].
KET-PST-3

‘You did makeup and your cheeks reddened.’

In this case, the two clauses are sequentialy related and the most natural interpretation
also involves causation (i.e. applying makeup causes the cheeks to redden). However,
this is not a relationship required in this construction by -ip, but is rather the most
natural interpretation within a set of possible interpretations. It is similarly possible
that the application of makeup has nothing to do with the reddening of the cheeks
(e.g. ‘you’ blushed due to some factor after doing makeup). One additional conse-
quence of this data is that the subject of the -(I)p clause has 2SG features, while
the subject of the lower clause has 3rd person features, which is realized on the
matrix verb. I extrapolate from this that the subject generated in the matrix clause
is actually silent and triggers agreement, while the subject of the -(I)p clause does
not.

10In VP-level -(I)p clauses, the -(I)p clause (including the subject) intervenes between the matrix subject
and the matrix verb, e.g. (26).
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Finally, a mismatch in voice is possible between a TP-modifying -(I)p clause and
the matrix clause (passive and active respectively), as shown in (30).

(30) [[Girim
makeup

qil-in-ip]
do-PASS-CNV

mengz-ingiz
cheek-2SG.POSS

qizir-ip
redden-CNV

ket-t-i].
KET-PST-3

‘Makeup was done and your cheeks reddened.’

Combined with (12), TP-level -(I)p clauses are almost entirely independent of the
matrix clause with respect to all material embedded under T (voice, aspect, etc.). This
differs from VP-level -(I)p modifiers, which obligatorily share the same aspectual
properties as the matrix VP. Given that TP-level -(I)p constructions allow an active
versus passive mismatch, yet do not allow a mismatch in T, I assume the structure
to be slightly larger in TP-level -(I)p clauses, which I represent as VoiceP (I remain
agnostic with respect to the precise syntax of passives here).11

Based on linear order, availability of differences in Aspect and Voice, the avail-
ability of the temporal adjunct andin ‘and then,’ and the inability for an NCI to be
licensed within the matrix clause, I assume that these elements merge at (at least) TP,
as shown in (31).12

(31)

In summary, regardless of the merge position of the -(I)p clause, there is a single
T head allowed in only the matrix clause. In TP-level -(I)p clauses, the entire clause
precedes the matrix clause. In VP-level -(I)p clauses, the entire clause precedes the
matrix VP (but occurs below the matrix position where accusative case is assigned).
A sentence containing both TP- and VP-level -(I)p constructions is provided in (32),
which is schematized in (33).

(32) [[Meni

1SG

karwat-tin
bed-ABL

sekre-p]
jump-CNV

[[ECi chüsh-üp]
fall-CNV

proi put-um-ni
foot-1SG.POSS-ACC

sun-dur-iwal]-d-im].
break-CAUS-PST.1SG-COMPL-PST.DIR-1SG

‘I jumped off the bed and broke my foot by falling.’

11It is similarly possible that the size of the -(I)p clause is identical, but voice mismatches are ruled out on
semantic grounds.
12As pointed out by a reviewer, it is possible that the adjunction site is higher than TP. I leave this question
to future research.
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(33)

2.4 Empty categories, extraction, and NCIs

In addition to describing where -(I)p merges, there are other issues that should be
addressed before moving to dep clauses. The first is that these are adjuncts that are
often transparent for extraction, which appear to be in violation of the Adjunct Island
Condition (Ross 1967). Second, it is necessary to address the status of null arguments
in -(I)p clauses.

Despite showing island sensitivity across a wide range of configurations, extrac-
tion from -(I)p clauses is possible when both clauses have the same subject, as shown
in (34).

(34) a. Mahinuri
Mahinur

[ECi su-ni
water-ACC

ich-ip]
drink-CNV

tamaq-ni
food-ACC

yé-d-i.
eat-PST-3

‘Mahinur ate food while drinking water.’
b. Su-nik

water-ACC

Mahinuri
Mahinur

[ECi tk ich-ip]
drink-CNV

tamaq-ni
food-ACC

yé-d-i.
eat-PST-3

‘Mahinur ate food while drinking water.’
c. Tamaq-nik

food-ACC

Mahinuri
Mahinur

[ECi su-ni
water-ACC

ich-ip]
drink-CNV

tk yé-d-i.
eat-PST-3

‘Mahinur ate food while drinking water.’

When the two clauses have distinct subjects, extraction is no longer permitted
(35). (35b) demonstrates that the main clause object cannot be fronted, while (35c)
illustrates that the object cannot scramble out of the -(I)p clause.13

(35) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

chay-ni
tea-ACC

ich-ip
drink-CNV

er-i
husband-3POSS

kahwe-ni
coffee-ACC

ich-t-i.
drink-PST-3

13In (35c), the TP-level utterance is embedded. The reason for this is that clause-internal scrambling is
permitted within both clauses in (35a). I show the boundary between the matrix clause and the embedded
clause with a temporal adverb, to mitigate the possibility that the problem is actually related to having
three adjacent subjects, based on a reviewer suggestion. Also, it should be noted that even if embedded,
the facts do not change in (34b) and (34c) if the objects are raised over the matrix subject.
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‘Mahinur drank tea and her husband drank coffee.’

b. * Kahwe-nik
coffee-ACC

Mahinur
Mahinur

chay-ni
tea-ACC

ich-ip
drink-CNV

er-i
husband-3POSS

tk

ich-t-i.
drink-PST-3

Intended: ‘Mahinur drank tea and her husband drank coffee.’

c. * Chay-nik
tea-ACC

tünügün
yesterday

Mahinur
Mahinur

tk ich-ip
drink-CNV

er-i
husband-3POSS

kahwe-ni
coffee-ACC

ich-i-du
drink-NONPST-3

dé-d-im.
say-PST-1SG

Intended: ‘Yesterday I said Mahinur will drink tea and her husband
will drink coffee.’

Offering a formal account for why these clauses are transparent is outside the
scope of this paper. What matters for present purposes is that extraction is permitted
out of same subject -(I)p clauses in general. For this reason, if dep clauses are -(I)p
clauses, we should not expect them to be islands either.

The second issue that requires some discussion is the status of null arguments. For
both VP- and TP-level -(I)p constructions, it is possible for the -(I)p clause and the
matrix clause to have the same subject, where one instance is null (36a), or different
subjects, where both are overt (36b).

(36) a. Bizi

1PL

bu
this

musabiqi-de
game-LOC

[ECi/∗j aldamchiliq
cheating

qil-ip]
do-CNV

ut-t-uq.
win-PST-1PL

‘Wei won this game by ECi cheating.’

b. Biz
1PL

bu
this

musabiqi-de
game-LOC

[Tursun=(la)
Tursun=only

aldamchiliq
cheating

qil-ip]
do-CNV

ut-t-uq.
win-PST-1PL

‘We won this game by Tursun cheating.’

I take the availability of an overt DP in this position to be evidence that there is
always a subject licensed in that position. In this sense, this element is similar to
pro. On the other hand, one might notice that this element behaves like canonical
Obligatory Control (OC) PRO (see Landau 2013). It is obligatorily co-referent with
the matrix subject, the closest c-commanding DP. Due to this mixed behavior, I refer
to this null element as EC. I direct the reader to Sundaresan and McFadden (2017)
for extremely similar discussion of Tamil and some analytical possibilities.14

What is critical to the present paper is that -(I)p constructions in general are not
island sensitive and that there is mixed behavior with respect to subjects of -(I)p

14Very similar data is presented by Sundaresan and McFadden (2017) from Tamil (i).

(i) Raman
Raman.NOM

[(Vasu)
Vasu.NOM

puuri-jæ
puuri-ACC

porikk-æ]
fry-INF

maavǔ
flour.ACC

vaangg-in-aan.
buy-PST-M.3SG

‘Raman bought flour [(for Vasu) to fry puuris].’ (Sundaresan and McFadden 2017: 469)

Sundaresan and McFadden (2017) treat this EC as an underspecified element, UPro, that gets its value
based on the environment in which it occurs. They also show that extraction from these nonfinite clauses
is possible, like the Uyghur cases.
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clauses. For this reason, if we assume that dep clauses are -(I)p clauses, we should
assume that same subject dep clauses should be transparent for extraction and that
subjects of dep clauses should exhibit mixed behaviors between pro and PRO.

2.5 Interim summary

This section has demonstrated that there are two primary types of -(I)p construction:
VP-level -(I)p and TP-level -(I)p, which differ with respect to the height at which
they merge, their role with respect to event structure, and transparency/opacity. Fur-
thermore, like English gerunds, both silent and overt subjects are possible.

3 Dep clauses as -(I)p clauses

The purpose of this section is two-fold. First, I demonstrate that the properties of
dep clauses mirror the properties of -(I)p clauses more generally. There are VP-level
dep clauses and TP-level dep clauses, which are roughly equivalent to the proper-
ties discussed for VP-level and TP-level -(I)p in the previous section. I then provide
evidence that dep clauses are best analyzed as -(I)p clauses, not as CP complement
clauses headed by dep. I then close out the section by discussing what ‘say’ actually
means—it often does not denote a communicative act or audible speech directed at
an addressee.

3.1 Dep clauses are -(I)p clauses

The goals of this section are as follows: i) demonstrate that dep clauses never behave
like complements to verbs or nouns, and ii) show that the analyses of -(I)p clauses
in the previous sections offer an explanation for the patterns that are observed. In
other words, I argue that the dep clauses in cases like (37a) and (37b) are both -(I)p
constructions. From this point forward, I assume translations involving ‘saying’ to be
more accurate but sometimes offer multiple translations for clarity.

(37) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

oyla-y-du.
think-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur thinks Tursun left (lit. Mahinur thinks something, saying Tur-
sun left).’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

ket-t-i.
leave-PST-3

‘Mahinur left, saying Tursun left.’

B&V argue that the equivalent to (37a) in Sakha involves standard complemen-
tation, while (37b) involves adjunction. Under the present analysis, both structures
involve adjunction, but it is possible for the adjunction to occur at different heights.
Cases like (37a), which look like standard CP complements to the verb, are gener-
ally VP-level -(I)p constructions, while (37b) is naturally construed as either a VP- or
TP-modifying -(I)p clause. One goal of this section is to illustrate that dep clauses dis-
tribute like -(I)p clauses. A second goal of this section, which continues into Sect. 3.2,
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is to illustrate that dep clauses should not be treated as CPs headed by dep, selected
by nouns or verbs.

If we consider cases where ‘say’ combines with an unergative predicate like
‘scream,’ the ‘say’ clause modifies ‘scream’ and coerces it into a verb of speech.15

Thus, the matrix clause in (38) is simply ‘Mahinur screamed,’ while the dep clause
indicates that there was a communicative component involving some propositional
content (i.e. ‘Tursun left’).

(38) Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

warqiri-d-i.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed, saying that Tursun left.’

I take the dep clause in (38) to be a manner modifier, as was the case for VP-level
-(I)p clauses.

First, notice that when ‘say’ is a main verb, it is able to introduce a DP comple-
ment, which is obligatory (39a). ‘Scream,’ on the other hand, is incompatible with a
complement (39b).

(39) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

*(birnémi-ler-ni)
one.what-PL-ACC

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said something.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

(*birnémi-ler-ni)
one.what-PL-ACC

warqiri-di.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed (*something).’

The same facts hold for participial clauses. ‘Say’ obligatorily takes a complement
(40a), while ‘scream’ is incompatible (40b).

(40) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

*(Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-ni)
leave-PTPL-COMP-3POSS-ACC

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said that Tursun left.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

(*Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-ni)
leave-PTPL-COMP-3POSS-ACC

warqiri-di.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed (*that Tursun left).’

However, despite the fact that ‘scream’ cannot introduce a CP directly, de- ‘say’
can, and must. ‘Say’ then combines with -(I)p and the entire clause is able to adjoin
to the VP headed by ‘scream,’ as was the case in (38). By adjoining dep to ‘scream,’
we find that the subcategorization requirements of de- ‘say’ emerge, and ‘say’ obli-
gatorily introduces an internal argument (41).

(41) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

*(birnémi-ler-ni)
one.what-PL-ACC

de-p
say-CNV

warqiri-di.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed, saying *(something).’

15See Kratzer (2016) for related discussion of the abstract modal element SAY in English.
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b. Mahinur
Mahinur

*(Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-ni)
leave-PTPL-COMP-3POSS-ACC

de-p
say-CNV

warqiri-di.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed, saying *(that Tursun left).’

The facts above would be rather surprising if dep is a simple complementizer. In par-
ticular, requiring a complementizer to introduce a DP argument is atypical (e.g. Mary
screamed/believes/knows/heard (*that) something). However, under the analysis put
forth here, this behavior is expected. ‘Say’ is a transitive verb, selects a DP comple-
ment, and adjoins to the matrix VP headed by ‘scream’ in (41a). The same applies to
the clausal DP in (41b).

Under the present analysis, other verbs that are able to modify a screaming event
should be compatible in place of dep. This is precisely what we find for verbs like
oyla- ‘think.’ Of course, this is describing a cognitive event that occurred as part of
the screaming event, but this is precisely what we would expect under a converbial
analysis, where the -(I)p clause modifies the matrix VP: the ‘think’ clause specifies
some aspect of the main verb ‘scream.’

(42) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

*(birnémi-ler-ni)
one.what-PL-ACC

oyla-p
think-CNV

warqiri-di.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed, thinking *(something).’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

*(Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-ni)
leave-PTPL-COMP-3POSS-ACC

oyla-p
think-CNV

warqiri-di.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed, thinking *(that Tursun left).’

The contrast between ‘say’ and ‘think’ is expected if we take the difference be-
tween (41) and (42) to result from differences between de- ‘say’ and oyla- ‘think.’ It
is unclear to me what an alternative analysis would look like or how it would be more
informative that taking the morphology at face value.

Additional evidence that dep introduces an internal argument to the structure
comes from light verb constructions. The contrast between qil- ‘do/make’ and bol-
‘become’ shows a clear transitivity alternation (43).

(43) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

söz-(ni)
word-ACC

qil-d-i.
make-PST-3

‘Mahinur spoke (lit. said a/(the) word).’

b. Söz
word

bol-d-i.
become-PST-3

‘There was speaking.’ (lit. ‘words were’)

Notice that ‘make word’ is transitive, requiring an Agent, while the unaccusative bol-
‘become’ takes ‘word’ as the grammatical subject (43b). It is standardly assumed that
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one difference between cases like (43a) and (43b) is that the latter lacks v altogether,
or that both cases have different ‘flavours’ of v (Folli and Harley 2005).16

If dep clauses were CP arguments, one would expect there to be a correlation be-
tween transitivity of the matrix predicate and the ability to license a dep clause. Notice
in (44) that the dep clause is permitted regardless of which Light Verb is present. If
dep were selected by a transitive verb, we would expect dep to be introduced in (44a)
but not in the intransitive structure in (44b).

(44) a. Yighin-ning
meeting-GEN

axir-i-da
end-3POSS-LOC

Mahinur
Mahinur

tilshunasliq
linguistics

toghrisida
about

[Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

maqali-si
article-3POSS

yaxshi
good

de-p]
say-CNV

söz
word

qil-d-i.
make-PST-3

‘At the end of the meeting, Mahinur made words (spoke) about linguis-
tics, saying Tursun’s article is good.’

b. Yighin-ning
meeting-GEN

axir-i-da
end-3POSS-LOC

tilshunasliq
linguistics

toghrisida
about

[Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

maqali-si
article-3POSS

yaxshi
good

de-p]
say-CNV

söz
word

bol-d-i.
become-PST-3

‘At the end of the meeting, words (topic) were had about linguistics, say-
ing Tursun’s article is good.’

One could argue that the transitivity alternation does not determine the availability
of a dep clause because the dep clause is a CP selected by ‘word,’ in which case the
structures above would be a type of Noun-complement constructions. This is not the
case, however, given that ‘word’ is able to scramble around the dep clause, as shown
in (45).

(45) {Söz-ni}
word-ACC

yighin-ning
meeting-GEN

axir-i-da
end-3POSS-LOC

Mahinur
Mahinur

{söz-ni}
word-ACC

tilshunasliq
linguistics

toghrisida
about

{söz-ni}
word-ACC

[Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

maqali-si
article-3POSS

yaxshi
good

de-p]
say-CNV

{söz}
word

qil-d-i.
make-PST-3

‘At the end of the meeting, Mahinur made words (spoke) about linguistics,
saying Tursun’s article is good.’

With this in mind, we can turn to a communicative predicate that is able to intro-
duce an indirect and direct object, such as eyt- ‘tell’ in (46). Notice that dep is able
to occur in addition to ‘news,’ which is also able to scramble independent of the dep
clause.17

16These and other light verbs in Uyghur are highly reminiscent of Persian, which are analyzed as different
flavours of little v in Folli et al. (2005).
17The properties discussed here hold for a wide range of predicates. Notice that the same holds for ‘ask’:

(i) Mahinur
Mahinur

men-din
1SG-ABL

{so’al-*(ni)}
question-ACC

[Tursun
Tursun

kél-em-du
come-NONPST.Q-3

de-p]
say-CNV

{so’al-(*ni)}
question-ACC

sori-d-i.
ask-PST-3

‘Mahinur asked me a/the question, saying, “Will Tursun come?”’
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(46) Mahinur
Mahinur

{xewer-(ni)}
news-ACC

manga
1SG.DAT

{xewer-(ni)}
news-ACC

[Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

{xewer-(ni)}
news-ACC

éyt-t-i.
tell-PST-3

‘Mahinur told me the news, saying Tursun left.’

The patterns above would be less convincing if one were generally able to scram-
ble head nouns away from the clauses that modify them, but this is not the case in
general. For instance, if we turn to relative clauses (47a), notice that the entire relative
clause can scramble (47b), but not the head to the exclusion of CP (47c).

(47) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun
Tursun

al-ghan]
buy-PTPL-PST

almi-ni
apple-ACC

ye-d-i.
eat-PST-3

‘Mahinur ate the apple that Tursun bought.’

b. [Tursun
Tursun

al-ghan]
buy-PTPL-PST

almi-ni
apple-ACC

Mahinur
Mahinur

ye-d-i.
eat-PST-3

‘Mahinur ate the apple that Tursun bought.’

c. * Almi-nii
apple-ACC

Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun
Tursun

al-ghan]
buy-PTPL.PST

ti ye-d-i.
eat-PST-3

Intended: ‘Mahinur ate the apple that Tursun bought.’

The same is true for standard N-complement constructions, which are similarly
built from participles (48a). It is possible for the entire N-complement constituent to
scramble (48b), but it is not possible for the head noun to scramble on its own (48c).

(48) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

manga
1SG.DAT

[Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik
leave-PTPL.PST-COMP

xewir-i-ni]
news-3POSS-ACC

éyt-t-i.
tell-PST-3

‘Mahinur told me the news that Tursun left.’

b. [Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik
leave-PTPL.PST-COMP

xewir-i-ni]
news-3POSS-ACC

Mahinur
Mahinur

manga
1SG.DAT

éyt-t-i.
tell-PST-3

‘Mahinur told me the news that Tursun left.’

c. * Xewir-i-nii
news-3POSS-ACC

Mahinur
Mahinur

manga
1SG.DAT

[Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik
leave-PTPL.PST-COMP

ti ] éyt-t-i.
tell-PST-3

Intended: ‘Mahinur told me the news that Tursun left.’

The fact that dep clauses in these configurations do not behave like complex NPs
is unsurprising if we adopt the adjunction analysis proposed here. Under the present
analysis, the dep clause in (46) is an adjunct, which allows the matrix object to scram-
ble around it like any other VP-modifier or VP-level -(I)p construction. This is unlike
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the complex NPs in (47) and (48), which are constituents, preventing the head from
scrambling independent of the clause it selects.

Another reason to assume that dep clauses are not standard CPs (i.e. arguments)
comes from their inability to function as subjects of a psych predicate like ‘make
surprised.’ This distinguishes them from participial clauses, which do behave more
like ‘that’ clauses. Notice in (49a) that the participial clause is able to serve as the
grammatical subject (including nominative case), unlike dep clauses (49b).18

(49) a. Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik
leave-PTPL.PST-COMP

(xewir)-i
(news)-3POSS

méni
1SG.ACC

hayran
surprise

qal-dur-d-i.
remain-CAUS-PST-3

‘(The news) that Tursun left surprised me.’

b. * Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

(xewer)
news

méni
1SG.ACC

hayran
surprise

qal-dur-d-i.
remain-CAUS-PST-3

Intended: ‘(The news) that Tursun left surprised me.’

Notice that when the causative morpheme is removed in (50), the resulting pred-
icate is unaccusative (50a). For this reason, adjunct participial clauses (with ablative
case) are not arguments and are permissible (50b). With the same reasoning, because
dep clauses are always adjuncts, they are able to adjoin to the VP in (50c), just as was
the case with warqira- ‘scream’ and söz bol- ‘word become.’

(50) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

hayran
surprise

qal-d-i.
remain-PST-3

‘Mahinur was surprised.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-din
leave-PTPL.PST-COMP-3POSS-ABL

hayran
surprise

qal-d-i.
remain-PST-3

‘Mahinur was surprised from Tursun’s leaving.’

c. Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

hayran
surprise

qal-d-i.
remain-PST-3

‘Mahinur was surprised, saying Tursun left.’

All of the data in this section follow from an analysis by which dep clauses are
adjuncts and non-oblique participial clauses are arguments. Dep clauses do not seem
to form constituents with nouns or verbs in any of the cases outlined above, whereas

18(49b) is grammatical under a parse that contains a pro-dropped subject: ‘S/he surprised me, saying that
Tursun left.’ This follows from the analysis put forth in this paper, but would otherwise be unexpected. If
the matrix subject ‘news’ is replaced with a human subject (e.g. Mahinur), this parse is available. Crucially,
this is very different from a N-CP parse like (49a), which should be compatible with either ‘news’ or
‘Mahinur.’ The present offers an explanation for this contrast because ‘news’ is not capable of ‘surprising
me’ while ‘saying’ something, Mahinur is.
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participial clauses behave almost exactly like run-of-the-mill English CPs with ‘that.’
For this reason, I suggest that dep clauses involve the (by now) familiar structure in
(51).

(51)

Based on the analysis in (51), there is no syntactic difference between the dep clauses
above and any other VP-level -(I)p construction.

For completeness, it is worth demonstrating that TP-level dep clauses also exist.
One example of this is provided in (52), where ‘say’ is used in a sequence of events.

(52) Mahinur
Mahinur

yaxshimusiz
hello

de-p
say-CNV

(andin)
(and.then)

ket-t-i.
leave-PST-3

‘Mahinur said hello and (then) left.’

Let us now reconsider dep clauses that occur with predicates like ‘leave,’ as in
(53).

(53) Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

kel-i-du
come-NONPST-3

de-p
say-CNV

ket-t-i.
leave-PST-3

‘Mahinur left, saying Tursun will come.’

It was shown for standard -(I)p clauses that matrix negation can license an NCI in a
VP-level -(I)p clause, but not in a TP-level -(I)p clause. The same pattern is observed
for VP- versus TP-level dep clauses:

(54) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

héchkim-ni
no.who-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

warqiri-mi-d-i.
scream-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed, saying nobody left.’

b. * Mahinur
Mahinur

héchkim-ni
no.who-ACC

kel-i-du
come-NONPST-3

de-p
say-CNV

ket-mi-d-i.
leave-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur said nobody will come, and left.’

Furthermore, when dep combines with ‘think,’ the dep clause can be co-referenced
with shundaq/undaq, as shown in (55a), but this is not possible when it combines with
‘leave’ (55b).
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(55) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

oyli-d-i,
think-PST-3

biraq
but

men
1SG

undaq
like.that

oyli-mi-d-i.
think-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur thought (something), saying Tursun left, but I didn’t think
like that.’

b. # Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

kel-i-du
come-NONPOST-3

de-p
say-CNV

ket-t-i,
leave-PST-3

biraq
but

men
1SG

undaq
like.that

ket-mi-d-i.
leave-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur left, saying Tursun would come, but I didn’t leave like this.’

As was shown for -(I)p clauses in general, dep clauses can combine with predi-
cates like ‘think’ or ‘scream,’ in which case they pass the VP-level -(I)p diagnostics
provided in Sect. 2, functioning as manner modifiers. In cases where dep combines
with predicates where ‘saying’ is entirely independent of the matrix verb, it behaves
like TP-level -(I)p. In the latter case, it can be interpreted as part of a sequence of
events (52) or as a reason (53).

I suggest that cases like (53) involve the same structure as TP-level -(I)p construc-
tions, as shown in (56).

(56)

3.2 Additional arguments against dep as a prototypical complementizer

The empirical argumentation to this point certainly favors the idea that there are uses
of dep that are incompatible with a simple complementizer analysis. However, as a
reviewer points out, this does not eliminate the possibility that dep is sometimes a
standard complementizer. Doxastic predicates (e.g. believe, think, know) are perhaps
the most difficult to explain under the present analysis. In other words, a case such as
(57) could be naturally treated as an environment where dep is a simple complemen-
tizer that heads a CP selected by ‘think.’

(57) Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

oyla-y-du.
think-NONPST-3

Present claim: ‘Mahinur thinks something, saying that Tursun left.’
Alternative: ‘Mahinur thinks that Tursun left.’

One reason to think that these structures are not CPs headed by dep comes from
looking at questions and answers targeting the object of verbs like oyla- ‘think,’ where
there are two possible targets of wh-questions: the DP that is ‘thought about’ and the
reported content (i.e. the dep clause). Notice in (58a), that ‘who/what-ACC’ can be
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used to target the internal argument of ‘think.’ As an alternative, it is possible to
introduce two wh-expressions: ‘what/who-ACC’ and ‘how’ (58b).

(58) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

néme/kim(-ni)
what/who-ACC

oyla-y-du?
think-NONPST-3

‘What/who does Mahinur think (about)?’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

néme/kim*(-ni)
what/who-ACC

qandaq
how

oyla-y-du?
think-NONPST-3

‘What does Mahinur think about what/who?’

(58a) is most naturally answered by a nominal arguments, such as (59a) or (59b),
but speakers also find (57) to be acceptable. (58b), on the other hand, can only be an-
swered by (57), which supplies an answer to both questions (the accusative element
answers ‘what’). If we adopt the present analysis for (57), there is an argument intro-
duced by the main verb (what is thought about), corresponding to ‘what/who-ACC’
and the -(I)p clause (corresponding to ‘how’).19

(59) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-ni
leave-PTCP.PST-COMP-3POSS-ACC

oyla-y-du.
think-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur thinks that Tursun left.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

u
that

xewer/Tursun-ni
news/Tursun-ACC

oyla-y-du.
think-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur thinks of the news/Tursun.’

Another type of question is available that is extremely informative with respect
to the syntax of these configurations. This involves using néme ‘what’ to target the
clause introduced by dep, which is not compatible with qandaq ‘how,’ shown in (60).
Crucially, this question must be answered with (57).

(60) Mahinur
Mahinur

néme-(*ni)/*qandaq
what-ACC/how

de-p
say-CNV

oyla-y-du?
think-NONPST-3

‘What does Mahinur think?’

If dep were a simple complementizer, it is unclear how the data above could be
possible. The fact that a ‘how’ question targets a dep clause and a ‘what’ ques-
tion targets the complement to dep does not follow from an analysis where dep is
a complementizer. Furthermore, it would be highly unusual for one to use a different
wh-expression when a complementizer is stranded (‘what’) compared to when the
complementizer is included in the question (‘how’). This falls out naturally from the
present analysis where the constituent containing dep is an adjunct clause headed by
-(I)p and the complement to de- ‘say’ is a CP argument. Recall that the ability to

19Interestingly, Walpiri also uses ‘how’ to target manner information and also content of communication
(Legate 2011). The same is true of Kazan Tatar (personal fieldwork), where niček ‘how’ is the most natural
way to question an attitude or communication verb. There are also reported instances of this phenomenon
in Polish and Russian.
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be the answer to a ‘how’ question was presented as a diagnostic for VP-level -(I)p
clauses in Sect. 2.

Another argument in favor of an adjunction analysis comes from the behavior
of factive predicates. In recent literature, factivity alternations based on properties
of complement clauses have received considerable attention (Bochnak et al. 2021;
Bondarenko 2020; Moulton 2009; Özyıldız 2017). Notice in (61) that a predicate like
‘know’ has a different interpretation when it takes a participial complement (61a), as
opposed to occurring with dep (61b).

(61) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-ni
leave-PTPL-COMP-3POSS-ACC

bil-i-du,
know-NONPST-3

#biraq
but

u
he

ket-mi-d-i.
leave-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur knows that Tursun left, #but he didn’t leave.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

bil-i-du,
know-NONPST-3

biraq
but

u
he

ket-mi-d-i.
leave-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur knows (something), saying that Tursun left, but he didn’t leave.’

When ‘know’ selects a participial clause as its complement, the truth of its proposi-
tional content is presupposed to be true by the speaker. In other words, in (61a), the
continuation in the ‘but’ clause forces a contradiction. This is not the case in (61b),
however, and a contradiction does not arise. This is unexpected if ‘know’ selects the
dep clause as its complement. This pattern is predicted by the present analysis, be-
cause the dep clause is a VP adjunct.

Sudo (2012) assumes that there are two distinct bil- verbs in Uyghur, one corre-
sponding to ‘know’ and the other to ‘believe.’ In other words, there is a factive and
non-factive version of bil-. There are two reasons that this approach is not preferable.
The first is that ‘know’ remains presuppositional even when there is a dep clause in
the structure. Notice in (62) that the speaker is committed to the existence of some
‘news’ that is in the common ground but not committed to the truth of the content
introduced by dep, because ‘say’ is not a factive predicate.

(62) Mahinur
Mahinur

xewer-ni
news-ACC

Tursun
Tursun

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

bil-i-du.
know-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur knows the news (we are both aware of), saying Tursun left.’

A second reason that we should avoid the homophony approach is that the same
facts hold for a wide range of factive predicates (63). In other words, we would need
to assume two separate lexical entries for each of the verbs below, a problem that does
not exist if we take dep clauses to be clausal adjuncts, not unlike other converbial
clauses.

(63) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-ni]
leave-PTPL.PST-COMP-3POSS-ACC

bilidu/eslidi/kördi,
knows/recalled/saw,

#biraq
but

u
he

ket-mi-d-i.
leave-NEG-PST-3
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‘Tursun knows/recalled/saw that Tursun left, #but he didn’t leave.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-ge]
leave-PTPL.PST-COMP-3POSS-DAT

ökündi/gumanlandi/nepretlendi,
regret/doubt/resent,

#biraq
but

u
he

ket-mi-d-i.
leave-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur regrets/doubts/resents that Tursun left, #but he didn’t leave.’

c. Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

[bilidu/eslidi/kördi/ökündi/gumanlandi/nepretlendi],
knows/recalled/saw/regretted/doubted/resented

biraq
but

u
he

ket-mi-d-i.
leave-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur knows/recalled/saw/regretted/doubted/resented (something),
saying Tursun left, but he didn’t leave.’

The adjunct analysis of dep clauses in Uyghur is highly reminiscent of the anal-
ysis of Washo clausal complementation, where an adjunct clause linking element
similar to converbial -(I)p introduces non-factive clauses, while a different strategy
is required for factive verbs (Bochnak et al. 2021). Uyghur suggests that factive in-
terpretations arise from predicates taking a nominal complement, while non-factive
interpretations arise via adjunction. The present proposal suggests that the adjunction
site is at VP, which is outside the scope of the factive predicate.

On a related note, there are some predicates, such as ‘forget,’ that require the
embedded clause to scope low. In one case, it is the entire embedded proposition
that is forgotten, while in the other, it is not the case that the proposition is what is
forgotten.

(64) a. Kayla forgot that Katie left.

b. Kayla forgot something, saying Katie left.

Predicates of this variety are an important test case for the present discussion, be-
cause it predicts that this is precisely the environment where the English ‘that’ clause
translation will be impossible. Notice that when a participial clause is embedded un-
der ‘forget,’ it is compatible with ‘forget that p’ in English (65a). Dep clauses, on the
other hand, cannot have this meaning, as shown in (65b).

(65) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-ni
leave-PTCP.PST-COMP-3POSS-ACC

unut-t-i.
forget-PST-3

‘Mahinur forgot that Tursun left.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

unut-t-i.
forget-PST-3

# ‘Mahinur forgot that Tursun left.’
‘Mahinur forgot something, saying Tursun left.’

Again, treating dep clauses as akin to ‘that’ clauses does not have an explanation
for the non-factivity of factive predicates, nor does it predict that a predicate like
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‘remember’ should exhibit behavior distinct from ‘forget.’ Under the present anal-
ysis, dep clauses adjoin at two heights, neither of which is in the scope of the atti-
tude/communication predicate. This predicts that dep clauses should exhibit different
behaviors from participial clauses, which do occur within the scope of the attitude
predicate. For these reasons, combined with those spelled out in the previous section,
I suggest that dep clauses are never internal arguments in Uyghur.

3.3 What is ‘say’?

At first glance, it may seem controversial to claim that ‘say’ is present in all dep
constructions from a purely intuitive perspective. The fact that ‘say’ elements do not
always encode the physical production of speech in clausal complementation envi-
ronments is likely one of the primary reasons that the possibility that these elements
are verbs is often dismissed. A serious investigation of the lexical status of ‘say’ in
clausal complementation environments requires an analysis of ‘say’ as a main verb.
In other words, it is only possible to argue that dep does not contain the lexical verb
‘say’ if we have a list of properties or axioms that define what ‘saying’ is. It turns out
that defining ‘say’ is not that easy in English and beyond. From a typological per-
spective, it was shown in Munro (1982) that ‘say’ exhibits many idiosyncracies. In
Chickasaw, for instance, the complement to ‘say’ does not display the object marker
or object agreement expected for other verbs. It is also shown that subjects of ‘say’
in some languages, such as Samoan, do not receive ergative case-marking, which is
expected on subjects of transitive verbs. Throughout the rest of this section, I sug-
gest that ‘say’ exhibits a dynamic versus static alternation that gives rise to different
syntactic and semantic properties, potentially offering an explanation for some of
Munro’s observations as well.

Starting with English, ‘say’ is often used as a stative predicate, as shown in
Grimshaw (2015), Major and Stockwell (2021), and Major (2021). In such envi-
ronments, ‘say’ does not directly encode a speech event. It instead communicates
a Source or Location and the content that it communicates (or communicated). This
is most unambiguously shown for certain inanimate subjects like sign (66).

(66) a. Mary said “slow down.”

b. The sign says “slow down.”

c. It says “slow down” on the sign.

(66a) most is most naturally interpreted as a dynamic speaking event involving the
agent, Mary. However, (66b) and (66c) are both instances where ‘say’ is clearly unac-
cusative, describing a state where the sign indicates the location of linguistic material,
not a communicative event. In some cases, the subject is inanimate, but the Source is
also introduced:

(67) I got a message from Dad yesterday.

a. He says you need to clean your room today.

b. It says you need to clean your room today.
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In both cases above, it is difficult to figure out exactly what the difference in mean-
ing is between (67a) and (67b). It is clear in both cases that Dad is not presently pro-
ducing speech. These strictly involve the reporting of the content whose Source was
Dad, which holds present relevance in the discourse. I suggest that (67a) involves
‘say’ used as a stative predicate, in following with Major (2021).

Before expanding on the point made above, it is worth first discussing a doxas-
tic predicate like ‘think,’ whose prototypical use (at least in the simple present) is
commonly assumed to be stative. Özyıldız (2021), for instance, shows that a stative
versus dynamic alternation exists for ‘think,’ which determines the types of comple-
ment clause that it selects. Özyıldız argues that for declarative complements, ‘think’
may introduce a stative description (68a)–(68b). While the simple present, which fa-
vors a stative reading, is incompatible with an interrogative complement (68c), the
present progressive that favors a dynamic reading is compatible with an interrogative
complement (68d).

(68) a. Alice thinks that she should invite Brian.

b. Alice is thinking that she should invite Brian.

c. # Alice thinks whether she should invite Brian.

d. Alice is thinking whether she should invite Brian.
(Özyıldız 2021: 2)

There is no doubt that ‘say’ is able to introduce an activity description, but it is
perhaps more controversial that it introduces a stative description, particularly when
the subject is animate. To bring out this contrast, it is perhaps easiest to consider the
behavior of ‘say’ in the simple present. As discussed by Dowty (1979), the hallmark
of a stative predicate is that they have a present tense interpretation that is neither
habitual nor interpreted in the narrative present, as discussed by Özyıldız for ‘think.’
I make this argument for ‘say’ below.

I now illustrate the stative versus dynamic alternation for ‘say’ and show that it
has syntactic consequences; namely, ‘say’ in the simple past is naturally construed
as dynamic and takes manner modification and is natural with an overt Goal (ad-
dressee) argument (69). In the simple present, a stative construal obtains and manner
modification and a Goal argument are not permitted (70).20

(69) I met Katie for the first time yesterday and she produced exactly one utter-
ance.

a. She said that Kayla will be visiting!

b. She cheerfully said that Kayla will be visiting! Manner modification

c. She said to me that Kayla will be visiting! Goal

(70) I met Katie for the first time yesterday and she produced exactly one utter-
ance.

a. She says that Kayla will be visiting!

20Landau (2020) reports that there are speakers of English who do not accept a goal argument with ‘say’ at
all. It is also true for me that I prefer to use other communicative verbs to introduce goals in communicative
contexts. This strikes me as potentially relevant, but I leave the details to future research.
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b. # She cheerfully says that Kayla will be visiting! No manner
modification

c. # She says to me that Kayla will be visiting! No goal

First notice that both the simple past and simple present forms of ‘say’ are possi-
ble (69a)–(70a), despite the fact that the actual speech event took place in the past.
The past tense form naturally introduces the speech event description, which makes
manner modification, as in (69b), or a goal, as in (69c), natural. However, “stative”
say does not encode the speech event itself; instead, it introduces the source and the
content that the source communicated that holds some relevance to the present dis-
course. In other words, the cases in (69) naturally encode the actual act of speaking
(out loud), while (70) forces you to infer that some kind of communicative act took
place.21

There is much more to be said about stative uses of communication predicates, but
much of this discussion is outside the scope of this paper. For present purposes, my
primary concern is to demonstrate that ‘say’ is a semantically light verb, which can
indicate the physical production of speech (the prototypical use) or simply indicate
the relationship between a source and content the source is responsible for commu-
nicating, without introducing a description of the actual communication event. Mini-
mally, this brief discussion of English was intended to convince the reader that ‘say’
has different senses and the way in which it is most naturally interpreted is dependent
on context.22

Turning back to Uyghur, there are a few points that need to be addressed in relation
to the discussion above. First, I show that ‘say’ exhibits some of the same properties
as English say: it can be a stative predicate, the precise sense of ‘saying’ has implica-
tions for modificational possibilities and which arguments can be expressed, and how
these possibilities are constrained further by the environment in which ‘say’ appears.
In other words, if there are (at least) two types of ‘saying,’ the environment in which
they occur will determine which is preferred or perhaps even which is possible.

As was the case for English, it is possible for inanimate subjects of ‘say’ (71),
where ‘sign’ gets locative case. These are impersonal constructions that introduce
communicated content and the source of that content without encoding ‘saying out
loud.’23 In such a case, a Goal argument is not permitted (71b).

21There are many constructions where ‘say’ can only be used to indicate linguistic content without en-
coding any information related to the communicative event itself, such as the cases below (notice the
alternation with tell):

(i) My boss sends me an e-mail stating, “You’re being sent to Paris next week.” I respond:

a. Who says (*to you)?

b. Says you!

c. Who told you (that)?

22Similar facts not reported here are observed in Turkish (Deniz Özyıldız p.c.), German (Stefan Keine
p.c.), French (Dominique Sportiche p.c.), and Spanish (Marialuisa Zubizarreta p.c.). The fact that ‘say’
alternates between a stative predicate or an activity predicate seems to be rather widespread. This is a topic
that I have been exploring in ongoing research.
23This is likely the pro-drop equivalent to expletive constructions like It says to slow down on the sign
in English. A reviewer points out that English allows what appears to be a goal argument in these con-
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(71) a. Taxti-da
sign-LOC

astalang
slow.down

de-y-du.
say-NONPST-3

‘On the sign, it says slow down.’

b. * Taxti-da
sign-LOC

manga
1SG.DAT

astalang
slow.down

de-y-du.
say-NONPST-3

Intended: ‘On the sign, it says to me slow down.’

Because both stative and dynamic descriptions are available, context plays a cru-
cial role in determining which version is being used. Using inanimates is a good way
of biasing towards the stative reading. If we take (72) to be the lead-in sentence, which
sets the communicative event in the past, it is possible to introduce a goal and manner
modifier in the past tense (72a), similar to English. Similar to the cases involving the
English simple present, the non-past in Uyghur favors the stative reading of ‘say,’ in
which case a goal argument and manner modification is prohibited (72b).24

(72) Lead-in sentence:

Tünügün
yesterday

men
1SG

Mahinur-ni
Mahinur-ACC

kör-üsh-t-üm.
see-RECP-PST-1SG

‘Yesterday, I met with Mahinur.’

a. Mahinur
Mahinur

manga
1SG.DAT

asta
calmly

astala-ng
slow.down-2SG.IMP

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur calmly said to me to slow down.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

(#manga)
1SG.DAT

(#asta)
calmly

astala-ng
slow.down-2SG.IMP

de-y-du.
say-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur (#calmly) says (#to me) to slow down.’

One property worth noting here, which will be discussed in more detail later, is
the status of the complement clause introduced by ‘say.’ These clauses behave similar
to bare arguments. For instance, they must remain adjacent to de- ‘say’ and cannot
scramble, just like bare objects. For this reason, I take these clausal complements to
merge as complement to V, where they remain.

(73) a. * Astala-ng
slow.down-2SG.IMP

taxti-da
sign-LOC

de-y-du.
say-NONPST-3

Intended: ‘Mahinur says slow down.’

texts, such as to anyone who reads it carefully. My intuition is that these are actually dative experiencers,
as opposed to true goal arguments, akin to The dress is blue to anyone who looks at it carefully. Clearly
differentiating between these possibilities is not straightforward. One needs to ensure that metonomy or
personification is not taking place which make sit possible to treat inanimates as agents. There exist envi-
ronments where this dative element is clearly not possible; namely, cases with expletive subjects (e.g. It
says...on the sign). In these cases it is quite clear that to anyone who reads it is not acceptable: *On the
sign, it says to anyone who reads it to slow down.
24A non-stative, future interpretation is available for (72b) that is compatible with a goal argument and
manner modification, but this coerces a future dynamic construal, which is very different from the intended
meaning. In Uyghur, the non-past is construed as stative with stative predicates and as future with dynamic
predicates. The progressive is used to describe events occurring in the present.
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b. * Astala-ng
slow.down-2SG.IMP

Mahinur
Mahinur

de-y-du.
say-NONPST-3

Intended: ‘Mahinur says slow down.’

The cases above suggest that there are multiple senses of ‘saying,’ which has impli-
cations for which arguments and modificational possibilities.

Given that there are multiple ‘senses’ of say, which differ not only their semantics,
but also with respect to certain morpho-syntactic properties, it is worth noting that the
version of ‘saying’ that is most natural in a given environment will impact both the
interpretation of ‘say’ in that environment, the ability to introduce manner modifiers,
or Goal arguments. More concretely, consider a case where a dep clause functions
of a VP headed by ‘scream.’ In this case, the most natural construal will be that
what was said (‘Tursun apparently came’) was done out loud by ‘screaming’ and this
‘screaming event’ was directed at ‘me.’25

(74) Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

kél-iptu
come-PST.INDIR.3

de-p]
say-CNV

(manga)
1SG.DAT

warqiri-d-i.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed to me that Tursun (reportedly) came.’
(lit. ‘Mahinur screamed to me saying Tursun (reportedly) came.’)

One aspect of dep clauses in general is that they are able to introduce an evidential
that is relativized to the Source, not the speaker. In other words, the choice of -iptu
in (74), as opposed to the direct past -Di, reflects what was actually communicated
by Mahinur. In thi sense, the contents of the dep clause represent the most accurate
depiction of what was communicated by the matrix subject to the matrix speaker,
independent of the speaker’s actual beliefs.

A predicate like ‘scream’ naturally combines with ‘saying’ on intuitive grounds.
For a predicate like ‘think’ in (75), it is possible that the speaker is reporting the ma-
trix subjects thoughts on the basis of something that they uttered, but this is not a strict
requirement, as pointed out by an anonymous reviewer. However, it is necessary that
the subject is responsible for somehow communicating the content of the embedded
proposition to the speaker. In a case like (75a), the speaker indicates that ‘Mahinur’
communicated to them that ‘Tursun came’ and that it was not based on reportative
evidence. In (75b), on the other hand, it must be the case that Mahinur communicated
to the speaker that the evidence was based on someone else’s report.

(75) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

kel-d-i
come-NONPST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

oyla-y-du.
think-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur thinks that Tursun will come.’
(lit. ‘Mahinur thinks (something) saying Tursun will come.’)

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

kel-iptu
come-NONPST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

oyla-y-du.
think-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur thinks that Tursun will come.’
(lit. ‘Mahinur thinks (something) saying Tursun will come.’)

25This is similar to the proposal in Kratzer (2016) for verbs like ‘sigh,’ which are treated as complex
predicates formed by ‘sigh’ plus SAY, an abstract mood head. Furthermore, English allows for such con-
figurations with gerund modifiers, e.g. Katie screamed at me, saying I should leave!
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In this way, the ability to report (75b) is contingent upon a linguistic speech act or
some other act capable of indicating that the thoughts being reported were based
on reportative evidence (it is unclear what this could be). If the communication was
from a sign or inference, then this option is lost, resulting in the most generic form of
the past. In other words, there are aspects of the communicative act that are directly
encoded in dep clauses, even when they occur with predicates like ‘think.’ This dif-
fers from participial complements to ‘think,’ such as (76). In cases such as this one,
the topic of ‘Tursun’s having come’ must be in the discourse, and the speaker sim-
ply indicates Mahinur’s stance. The speaker does not introduce the proposition from
Mahinur’s perspective; instead, the speaker simply indicates what Mahinur thinks
about the proposition.

(76) Mahinur
Mahinur

[Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

kel-gen-lik-i-ni]
come-PTPL.IMPF-COMP-3POSS-ACC

oyla-y-du.
think-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur thinks Tursun will come.’

Consider a context where Tursun travels a long distance to campus and has a meet-
ing planned with the speaker. The speaker needs to cancel and emails Tursun, hoping
he’ll see the message before he leaves. In this case, in a discourse about whether
Tursun ended up coming, (76) would more naturally be used. This is because the em-
bedded participial clause is not introducing new information from the perspective of
Mahinur, only that Mahinur ‘thinks’ that what we’re discussing is the case.26

The primary take-home message of this section is that ‘say’ is semantically
bleached, even as a main verb. Sections 3.1–3.2 demonstrated that dep clauses be-
have like the verb ‘say’ and the converbial marker -(I)p. This holds even if the precise
meaning of ‘say’ is not completely obvious when it combines with a main verb like
‘think.’ This does not make ‘say’ any less of a verb from a syntactic perspective. It
is because ‘say’ is semantically weak, that it is compatible with ‘saying out loud,’
‘saying internally,’ ‘responsible for communicating,’ or even ‘indicated that p.’

3.4 Preliminary summary

This section has offered an analysis of converbial -(I)p constructions, suggesting that
they merge at VP and TP. The merge height has both morpho-syntactic and semantic
consequences. VP-level -(I)p clauses modify the matrix VP and are thus restricted by
the same spatio-temporal parameters as the matrix VP, generally yielding a simulta-
neous interpretation. TP-level -(I)p constructions merge outside the scope of matrix
T, but lack a TP projection. Unlike VP-level -(I)p, which merges below the matrix
subject, TP-level -(I)p clauses precede the entire matrix clause. Arguments are often
shared across -(I)p clauses, but pronounced only once, when identical.

Furthermore, I have demonstrated that dep clauses do not behave like CPs selected
by verbs or nouns. However, Uyghur does have another type of CP that does behave

26See Moulton et al. (2020) for related discussion of the discourse properties of Japanese, Korean, and
Bangla complementation structures.
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and distribute more like ‘that’ clauses in English; namely, constructions involving
participials, which look and behave like DPs. I have shown that participial clauses
behave like arguments, exhibit similar interpretive properties to ‘that’ clauses (e.g.
factivity), and lack the “root-like” properties of finite CPs embedded under de- ‘say.’
I have shown that none of these properties extend to dep clauses and that a decom-
positional analysis treating dep as the sum of its parts does offer an explanation for
these differences (77).

(77)

Finally, ‘say’ is an extremely abstract verb that can introduce a stative description
in some environments and an activity description in others. For this reason, I suggest
that the same alternation should be possible when ‘say’ combines with other predi-
cates. When ‘say’ combines with a predicate that can be construed with articulation
(e.g. ‘cry’ or ‘scream’), it is likely that it will be interpreted as ‘saying something out
loud to someone.’ When ‘say’ combines with a doxastic predicate, it is more likely
to be construed as stative. In this sense, we do not need to posit multiple types of
dep; instead, the variability arises from ‘say’ being semantically bleached and the
consequences of the converb being able to merge at different heights.

4 Background on case theory

The previous section introduces a new analysis of complementation constructions in-
volving dep, which argues that dep clauses are actually clausal adjuncts headed by
the verb ‘say.’ Across the dep constructions in the previous section, many contain
accusative subjects. I argue that ‘say’ plays a critical role in licensing accusative sub-
jects in the next section, but I first introduce some relevant details regarding Case The-
ory, based on Baker and Vinokurova (2010) (B&V). I begin by introducing B&V’s
discussion of DCT and Case-by-Agree. I then turn to how both theories of case oper-
ate in simple mono-clausal constructions in Uyghur, primarily focused on construc-
tions discussed by B&V for Sakha. I conclude by discussing predicate nominals and
the role that v plays in accusative assignment.
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4.1 Dependent case theory and case-by-agree

The formal mechanics of DCT introduced in Baker and Vinokurova (2010: 595: Ex.
4a–4b) are provided in (78).27

(78) a. If there are two distinct argumental NPs in the same VP-phase such that
NP1 c-commands NP2, then value the case feature of NP1 as dative un-
less NP2 has already been marked for case.

b. If there are two distinct argumental NPs in the same phase such that NP1
c-commands NP2, then value the case feature of NP2 as accusative unless
NP1 has already been marked for case.

In DCT, case is determined by a confluence of factors: i) the c-command relation-
ship between two DPs both in the same local domain (i.e. phase), ii) which phase
the c-command relation occurs in, and iii) whether either of the NPs has already
been assigned case. It is well-known across Turkic that accusative direct objects de-
rive from raising out of their merge position (Baker and Vinokurova 2010 for Sakha;
Kelepir 2001, Kornfilt 1997, Öztürk 2005 for Turkish; Major 2021, Shklovsky and
Sudo 2014, Sugar 2019 for Uyghur). For B&V, the position where accusative is as-
signed is at the edge of VP, which they argue to be a phase edge. As a consequence
of the object raising into the edge, it becomes accessible to the higher phase for case
calculus. The raised object, being the lower of two NPs within the higher phase, gets
accusative case, as schematized in (79). Objects that do not raise, on the other hand,
are inaccessible to the higher phase and remain unmarked. In Baker (2015), a minor
modification is made; namely, the internal object raises into the specifier of v (80).
This option is more in following with standard assumptions regarding phasehood,
because v is treated as the phase head. As far as I am aware, both (79) and (80) make
the same prediction: whenever the internal argument raises into a position accessible
to the higher phase, it will receive accusative case as long as there is a c-commanding
NP argument in the higher phase.

(79) [vP SUBJ [VP OBJ-ACCk
︸ ︷︷ ︸

VP Phase

[VP tk V] v ] T ]

(80) [vP SUBJ [OBJ-ACC
︸ ︷︷ ︸

CP Phase

k [VP tk V] v ] T ]

Deriving accusative case with Case-by-Agree is hardly distinct from (80). The
only substantive difference is that under B&V’s Case-by-Agree, it is an active v that
is responsible for accusative-assignment (based on Chomsky 2000, 2001), as spelled
out in (81).

(81) If a functional head F ∈ {T ,D} has unvalued phi-features and an NP, X, has an
unvalued case feature [and certain locality conditions hold], then agreement

27B&V argue that nominative and genitive case require an Agree-based system, while accusative and
dative require DCT. In subsequent research to B&V, Levin and Preminger (2015) argue that it is possible
to account for nominative and genitive case using a configurational method of case calculus. This paper
offers an alternative for related data in Uyghur that solely involves Agree.
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happens between F and X, resulting in the phi-features of X being assigned to
F and the case associated with F being assigned to X. (Baker and Vinokurova
2010: 596)

The relevant head for accusative case is v, which is able to assign accusative case
only when an argument that is still an available target for Agree is merged within its
c-command domain. If Agree is successful, the probe (v) attracts the DP goal that it
Agrees with into its specifier, as illustrated in (82).

(82)

If we assume Case-by-Agree with respect to (81), it is Agree that is responsible
for accusative case. I demonstrate that this option is able to account for all instances
of accusative case in Uyghur. I entertain an alternative analysis, however, by which
Agree is strictly responsible for triggering movement (and possibly also specificity),
which feeds the DCT rule responsible for accusative case (78b). These two options
make almost identical predictions, with one exception. Under Case-by-Agree, one
would expect that only v is capable of licensing accusative case. Under DCT, any
functional head that triggers movement of a DP into a higher phase is capable of
licensing accusative case. I represent the relevant feature on v as [+ACC/SPEC]. Under
Case-by-Agree, I assume the feature [+ACC] to be implicated. For DCT, I assume
the relevant feature to be [+SPEC], but it is possible that this feature is simply an
EPP Feature that forces movement into spec, vP. It is standardly assumed that probes
containing strong features trigger movement.

Given that both of these analyses can account for the data, differentiating between
them is not straightforward. If we take the particular type of v discussed above to
be responsible for both assigning accusative case and triggering movement, the pre-
diction would be that environments that lack v (or at least the strong feature-bearing
v) will not trigger movement nor case assignment. Predicate nominals provide some
evidence in favor of the Case-by-Agree analysis, where a defective v neither assigns
case nor triggers movement. This is not insurmountable for DCT, but the existence of
a direct relationship between environments involving movement and the presence/ab-
sence of accusative case requires an independent explanation.
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4.2 Accusative case in mono-clausal constructions

The previous section introduced the technical details of case theory. This section
illustrates how each theory accounts for monoclausal structures. Simple transitives
exhibit (unmarked) nominative case on the subject (83a) (nominative case is un-
glossed elsewhere) and apparently optional accusative-marking (-ni) on the object.
In ditransitives, the internal (theme) argument optionally gets accusative case, while
the recipient/goal obligatorily receives dative case (83b). In Uyghur, the presence of
accusative case indicates specificity, meaning that the presence of accusative in cases
like (83a) indicates whether or not there is a particular apple in the discourse or not.
Bare objects are assertive and thus introduce a new referent to the discourse.

(83) a. Mahinur
Mahinur.NOM

almi-(ni)
apple-ACC

yé-d-i.
eat-PST-3

‘Mahinur ate a/(the contextually salient) apple.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur.NOM

Tursun-*(gha)
Tursun-DAT

alma
apple

ber-d-i.
give-PST-3

‘Mahinur gave an apple to Tursun.’

In this sense, the presence or absence of accusative case is not truly optional, but
instead is discourse conditioned, functioning as so-called Differential Object Marking
(DOM).28

One piece of evidence for raising comes from the relationship between the di-
rect object and manner adverbials, such as téz ‘quickly’ (a diagnostic also used by
B&V for Sakha). When the direct object occurs to the right of the manner adverbial,
it is obligatorily bare and interpreted as non-specific, as in (84a), while it must be
accusative-marked when it occurs to the left of the adverb, as in (84b).

(84) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

téz
quickly

polu-(*ni)
pilaf-ACC

ye-d-i.
eat-PST-3

‘Mahinur quickly ate pilaf.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

polu-*(ni)
pilaf-ACC

téz
quickly

ye-d-i.
eat-PST-3

‘Mahinur quickly ate the pilaf.’

Under Case-by-Agree, the v associated with ‘eat’ either agrees with the direct object
and attracts it into its specifier, in which case it receives accusative case, or it remains
adjacent to the verb and does not get accusative case. For present purposes, I do
not commit to a particular analysis of low, unmarked NPs. However, there are many
licensing options in the literature that are compatible with this data, such as assuming
that bare NPs pseudo-incorporate into the verb, e.g. (Baker 2014; Massam 2001; a.o.)
or that there is a low, silent accusative licenser.

Regardless of how bare objects are licensed, it is clear that they remain low in the
VP and are interpreted as non-specific indefinites. Accusatives require raising and

28See Enç (1991) for Turkish, Baker and Vinokurova (2010) for Sakha, or von Heusinger and Kornfilt
(2017) for a broader overview of Turkic and Mongolic.
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are interpreted as specific. Under DCT, there is no formal link between the movement
trigger, the specific interpretation, and accusative assignment. That is, accusative case
and the specific interpretation occur because of movement, but there is no way of
predicting where movement will or will not be triggered. With this said, the DCT
representation of (84) is presented in (85).

(85) a. [[vP Mahinur [VP pilaf
Phase 1

eat ] v]
Phase 2

T ]

b. [[vP Mahinur [pilaf
Phase 2

[VP tk eat
Phase 1

]] v] T ]

Under B&V’s analysis, the subject is merged into the higher phase, while the direct
object merges into the lower phase. In order for the DCT accusative rule to apply
(78b), both NPs must be within the same phase. Thus bare objects, which do not
raise, are not accessible to the higher NP and cannot get accusative case. Objects
that raise to the edge of the VP phase (or higher) are accessible to the subject, thus
receiving accusative case.

Expanding this discussion to include dative arguments, Uyghur exhibits the same
behavior as Sakha. When the direct object linearly follows the indirect object and
is adjacent to the verb, it only optionally bears accusative marking (86a).29 When
the direct object precedes the indirect object, it must bear accusative marking and is
interpreted as specific, as shown in (86b).

(86) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

manga
1SG.DAT

polu-(*ni)
pilaf-ACC

ber-d-i.
give-PST-3

‘Mahinur gave me pilaf.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

polu-*(ni)
pilaf-ACC

manga
1SG.DAT

ber-d-i.
give-PST-3

‘Mahinur gave me the pilaf.’

From the perspective of Case-by-Agree, the dative argument is introduced by some
(perhaps Applicative) head associated with ditransitive verbs, while accusative is di-
rectly linked to the v responsible for introducing the Agent. Under DCT, B&V argue
that VP-internally (i.e. within the lower, VP phase), the higher of two unmarked NPs
gets dative case. It is the subsequent raising of the object to the edge of the lower
phase that allows it to get accusative case, as illustrated in (86). This is schematized
in (87).

(87) a. [[vP Mahinur [VP me.DAT

Phase 1
pilaf eat ] v]

Phase 2
T ]

b. [[vP Mahinur [VP pilaf-ACCk

Phase 2
[VP me.DAT tk eat

Phase 1
]] v] T ]

The structures in (87) illustrate how both dative and accusative rules apply based
on the DCT rules proposed by B&V. Dative is assigned VP-internally. If the direct

29As is the case in Sakha, it is possible to have accusative-marking to the right of the dative. Baker and
Vinokurova (2010) treat this as a non-neutral order involving scrambling. This is similarly true in Uyghur.
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object remains in its merge position, it remains bare (87a), and if it raises to the edge
of VP, it becomes accessible to the higher phase, resulting in it getting accusative
case. It should be emphasized here, that there are not any differences between Uyghur
and Sakha (at least related to case) up to this point.

4.3 Predicate nominals

One final configuration of interest before moving back to clausal complementation in-
volve predicate nominals, such as (88). These are configurations where the lower of
two NPs never gets accusative case, which also happens to be a cross-linguistically
robust pattern, noted as a potential problem for DCT in Baker (2015). Under the
present proposal, as long as we correlate movement with a particular strong feature
on v (e.g. [+ACC/SPEC]), accusative case can straightforwardly be ruled out with
predicate nominals involving ‘become’ by suggesting that ‘become’ cannot host the
relevant feature. For this reason, proper names, quantificational DPs, and other refer-
ential internal arguments that otherwise obligatorily get accusative case with transi-
tive verbs, are unable to receive accusative case in (88).

(88) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

Ziba(*-ni)
Ziba-ACC

bol-d-i.
become-PST-3

‘Mahinur became Ziba.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

[herkim-ning
everybody-GEN

dost-i](*-ni)
friend-3POSS-ACC

bol-d-i.
become-PST-3

‘Mahinur became everybody’s friend.’

Put in other words, if we take [+/-ACC/SPEC] to be a feature of active v and assume
that bol- lacks v or that it has an unaccusative v, the nominal would obligatorily
remain within VP. Recall that nominals that remain within VP even in transitive con-
structions pseudo-incorporate into the verb. If we assume the same process to take
place here, these low nominals pseudo-incorporate into the verb and essentially be-
have like complex predicates with bol- ‘become.’ For DCT, if we assume vBECOME to
be incapable of triggering movement, accusative would never obtain in these contexts
due to the lower NP never being local enough to the higher subject.

As mentioned in Sect. 2.4, Uyghur light verbs (e.g. ‘become’ and ‘do/make’) are
responsible for transitivity alternations that determine argument/event structure and
case properties. We see in (89) a clear distinction between the choice of light verb
and the case properties, where transitive ‘do’ can license accusative case (89a), while
the unaccusative bol- ‘become’ cannot (89b).

(89) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

söz-(ni)
word-ACC

qil-d-i.
make-PST-3

‘Mahinur spoke.’ (lit. ‘said a/(the) word’)

b. Söz-(*ni)
word-ACC

bol-d-i.
be-PST-3

‘There was speaking.’ (lit. ‘words were’)
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In Sect. 5, there are cases where the subject of ‘say’ is inanimate and accusative
case cannot be licensed. I suggest that properties of v in such constructions are re-
sponsible for licensing accusative case. For the present, I strictly wish to suggest that
associating movement/case with v offers an explanation for the absence of accusative
case for inchoatives and predicate nominals, whether we assume v to be responsible
for triggering movement and case-assignment (Case-by-Agree) or only the former
(DCT).

5 Accusative subjects, finiteness, indexical shift and ‘say’

At this point, I have argued for a novel analysis of dep clauses and introduced suffi-
cient background on case theory. I now introduce the general properties of accusative
embedded subjects and their position within the clause, and I offer an explanation
for why they are able to raise out of a tensed clause without inducing a Phase Im-
penetrability Condition (PIC) violation. The goals of this section are two-fold: i)
introduce the general patterns of accusative subjects,30 and ii) briefly introduce the
relationship between finiteness and indexical shift discussed in Shklovsky and Sudo
(2014) and Major (2022). I begin by demonstrating that accusative subjects merge
within the embedded TP and raise out, which aligns with the Sakha data discussed
by Baker and Vinokurova (2010) (B&V). I then introduce prior literature on Uyghur
accusative subjects, clause size and finiteness, and briefly discuss prolepsis. I then
demonstrate that accusative subjects exhibit behavior that is similar to accusative ob-
jects.

5.1 Accusative subjects merge low and raise

The purpose of this section is to show that the basic hallmarks of accusative subjects
discussed by B&V for Sakha, also hold for Uyghur. This section demonstrates that
accusative subjects merge within the embedded TP and subsequently raise, keeping
in mind that there is a nearly identical proleptic object construction that I return to in
Sect. 5.2. The evidence for raising configurations comes from NCI licensing, idioms,
and a combination of the two, building from similar diagnostics applied in Baker and
Vinokurova (2010), Shklovsky and Sudo (2014), and Major (2022).

Importantly, héchqaysi-miz-ni ‘none of us’ can be licensed by embedded negation,
as shown in (90), which entails that it originates within the embedded clause, since
the matrix clause is affirmative. This holds for both main verb de- ‘say’ (90a) and
within a dep clause (90b).

(90) a. Men
I

héchqaysi-miz-ni
no.what-1PL.POSS

ket-mi-d-i
leave-NEG-PST-3

dé-d-im.
say-PST-1SG

‘I said that none of us left.’

30Almost all patterns shown here match the relevant properties in Sakha. For this reason, this section
strengthens comparisons between Uyghur and Sakha throughout the remainder of the paper.
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b. Meni

I
[ECi héchqaysi-miz-ni

no.what-1PL.POSS-ACC

ket-mi-d-i
leave-NEG-PST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

ümid.qil-i-men.
hope-NONPST-1SG

‘I hope that none of us left.’

This serves as one piece of evidence against a so-called prolepsis analysis, by which
accusative subjects merge in the matrix clause and co-refer with a resumptive pronoun
in the embedded clause.31 I address the fact that the embedded verb exhibits 3rd
person agreement in the next section.

A second piece of evidence involves idiom chunks. Subjects of sentential idioms
must merge locally as part of the idiom in order to receive an idiomatic interpretation.
The idiom is provided in (91a) and is embedded under ‘say’ in (91b) and within a dep
clause that combines with ‘think’ in (91c).

(91) a. Burut-ung-(*ni)
mustache-2SG.POSS-ACC

xet
letter

tart-iptu.
pull-PST.INDIR.3

‘You’ve become a man.’ (lit. ‘Your mustache pulled a letter.’)

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

burut-ung-(ni)
mustache-2SG.POSS-ACC

xet
letter

tart-iptu
pull-PST.INDIR.3

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said you’ve become a man.’ (lit. ‘Your mustache pulled a let-
ter.’)

c. Mahinuri
Mahinur

[ECi burut-ung-(ni)
mustache-2SG.POSS-ACC

xet
letter

tart-iptu
pull-PST.INDIR.3

dep]
say-CNV

oyla-y-du.
think-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur thinks you’ve become a man.’ (lit. ‘Your mustache pulled a
letter.’)

Even when it carries accusative case in (91b)–(91c), the idiomatic interpretation re-
mains. This serves as additional evidence that the accusative subject originates down-
stairs, since the idiomatic interpretation holds. The NCI and idiom tests demonstrate
that the accusative subject originates downstairs but do not actually demonstrate that
they raise, which I turn to now.

Shklovsky and Sudo (2014) and Major (2022) both provide data showing that ac-
cusative elements are higher, due to accusative case being obligatory for binding by
the matrix subject or for an NCI to be licensed by matrix negation. However, as a re-
viewer points out, as soon as we acknowledge the existence of both proleptic objects
and raising derivations of accusative elements, it is unclear which construction one
is diagnosing if not coupled with another diagnostic. Notice that accusative case is
obligatory for both the reciprocal in (92a) and (92b). This was used in by both afore-
mentioned authors to illustrate that the embedded subject must raise to the position
where accusative case is acquired to be local enough to the matrix subject or matrix
negation for binding or NCI licensing. However, there is nothing that illustrates that

31See Salzmann (2017) for an overview of prolepsis and prior analyses.
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(92a) or (92b) involve raising, as opposed to prolepsis, meaning that there are two
possible interpretations. One possibility is that the embedded subject raises to a po-
sition local to the matrix clause for accusative-licensing. A second possibility is that
the accusative elements in both examples are proleptic objects, in which case they
merge in the matrix clause and we cannot conclude anything about raising.

(92) a. Tursun
Tursun

bilen
with

Ali
Ali

[bir-bir-i-*(ni)
one-one-3POSS-ACC

ut-i-du
win-NONPST-3

de]-p
say-CNV

oyla-y-du/oyli-sh-i-du.
think-NONPST-3/think-RECP-NONPST-3
‘Tursun and Ali think each other will win.’

b. Mahinuri
Mahinur

[héch-qaysi-miz-*(ni)
no-which-1PL.POSS-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de]-p
say-CNV

éyt-mi-d-i.
tell-NEG-PST-3
‘Mahinur didn’t say any of us left.’

With these issues noted above, it is crucial to show that raising is able to feed bind-
ing or NCI licensing. This requires simultaneously providing diagnostics for raising
and locality. (93a)–(93b) illustrate this for both matrix de- ‘say’ and dep clauses. First,
the idiom test illustrates that the accusative element originated in the clause embed-
ded under de(p). The fact that accusative-marking is obligatory for matrix negation
to license the NCI shows that raised accusative-marked subjects meet the clausemate
condition for NCIs, while nominatives do not. Finally, whereas the accusative subject
in (93a) literally raises to object in the matrix clause, the accusative subject in (93b)
raises to object of de- within the dep clause, which is local enough to matrix negation
for licensing.

(93) a. Mahinuri
Mahinur

héch-qaysi-miz-ning
no-which-1PL.POSS-GEN

burut-i-*(ni)
mustache-3POSS-ACC

xet
letter

tart-iptu
pull-PST.INDIR

dé-mi-d-i.
say-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur didn’t say that any of us have become men.’ (lit. ‘None of your
mustaches have pulled a letter.’)

b. Mahinuri
Mahinur

[ECi héch-qaysi-miz-ning
no-which-1PL.POSS-GEN

burut-i-*(ni)
mustache-3POSS-ACC

xet
letter

tart-iptu
pull-PST.INDIR

dé-p
say-CNV

éyt-mi-d-i.
tell-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur didn’t say that any of us have become men.’ (lit. ‘None of your
mustaches have pulled a letter.’)

In evaluating this diagnostic, it is important to note that negation on matrix de- ‘say’
is unable to license an NCI object inside the embedded clause. This is true in both
nominalized embedded clauses and finite clauses, as shown in (94).

(94) a. * Abliz
Abliz

[Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

héchnéme
no.what

yé-gen-lik-i-ni]
eat-PTCP.PST-COMP-3POSS-ACC

dé-mi-d-i.
say-NEG-PST-3
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Intended: ‘Abliz didn’t say that Tursun ate anything.’ (Adapted from
Sugar 2019: 332)

b. * Abliz
Abliz

[Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

héchnéme
no.what

yé-d-i]
eat-PST-3

dé-mi-d-i.
say-NEG-PST-3

Intended: ‘Abliz didn’t say that Tursun ate anything.’

Given that accusative case is obligatory on subjects in (93) and NCIs contained
within complement clauses cannot be licensed, we can conclude that the NCI sub-
jects in (93) raise at least high enough to be licensed by matrix negation. In (93a), the
accusative NCI is literally in the matrix clause, where it meets the clausemate condi-
tion for licensing. In the case of (93b), the NCI raises to the edge of the dep clause.
Given that these are examples of VP-level -(I)p clauses, they are also local enough to
matrix negation for NCI licensing, as discussed in (54).

5.2 Finiteness, indexical shift, and prolepsis

The analysis put forth in this paper suggests that accusative subjects are derived by
raising into spec, vP within the extended projection of de-(p) in all cases. Given that
clauses embedded under ‘say’ carry root tense, this requires that v Agrees with the
embedded subject across a finite CP clause boundary and attracts it into its specifier,
which appears to be a Phrase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) violation. Movement
of this type, often referred to as ‘hyperraising,’ has been reported across a number
of languages.32 In Major (2022), it is argued that accusative embedded subjects are
permitted only when C is defective, which is made evident by the presence of a default
agreement marker on T, -i, as shown in (95).

(95) Ahmet
Ahmet

[siz-nik
you-ACC

[tk nan
bread

yé-d-i]
eat-PST-3

dé]-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Ahmet said you ate bread.’

Notice that the 2SG accusative embedded subject occurs with 3rd person agreement
on the embedded verb ‘eat.’ I will show that default agreement is the most reliable
diagnostic for raising versus prolepsis shortly. Major (2022) relates this pattern to
George and Kornfilt’s (1981) analysis of Turkish. They argue for Turkish that overt
agreement correlates with finiteness, while the absence of agreement indicates that
the clause is non-finite. In other words, where tense is thought to indicate finiteness
in languages like English, agreement have been argued to be the relevant indica-
tors in Turkish. In Uyghur, the verb bears 3rd person agreement (not the absence of
agreement), which suggests there is a default agreement marker, unlike George and
Kornfilt’s (1981) proposal for Turkish. I do not take a strong stance as to what left
peripheral property related to C is defective, but it is clear that is disrupts agreement
for both person and number.33

32For deeper discussion of hyperraising see the following: Carstens (2010, 2011); Diercks (2012); Ferreira
(2009); Halpert (2012); Martins et al. (2005); Martins and Nunes (2010); Zeller (2006); Zyman (2017).
33It is plausible that agreement is a symptom of the absence of something else higher in the structure.
For instance, finiteness according to Aygen (2002) correlates with the availability of epistemic modality.
For the present, I leave the Source of defectiveness/non-finiteness to future research and simply take the
absence of matching agreement as indication that the clause is in fact defective.
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Major (2022) attributes default (3rd person) agreement to feature transmission
(Chomsky 2004, 2008). More specifically, ‘say’ is able to select (at least) two differ-
ent types of CP complements, one full, and the other defective. Full CPs are char-
acterized by a nominative subject and matching phi-agreement, while defective CPs
have accusative embedded subjects and default phi-agreement.

Full embedded CPs display a process known as Indexical Shift (Schlenker 1999,
2003), by which indexicals (context-sensitive elements like ‘I’ and ‘you’) are inter-
preted relative to the reported discourse context, as opposed to the present discourse
context. In simpler terms, indexical shift is similar to direct quotation, where I in a
sentence like John said, “I left.” is obligatorily interpreted as John. The difference is
that cases of indexical shift occur in indirect speech reports. An example of indexical
shift is shown in (96a), while (96b) demonstrates that indexical shift is not possi-
ble when the embedded subject has accusative case (and the embedded verb shows
default agreement).

(96) a. Ahmet
Ahmet

[men
I

ket-t-im]
leave-PST-1SG

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Ahmet said that IAhmet/∗speaker left.’ (Adapted from Shklovsky and Sudo
2014: 386, Ex. 12a)

b. Ahmet
Ahmet

[méni
I.ACC

ket-t-i]
leave-PST-3

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Ahmet said that Ispeaker/∗Ahmet left.’ (Adapted from Shklovsky and Sudo
2014: 386, Ex. 12b)

In keeping with Sudo (2012) and Shklovsky and Sudo (2014), Major (2022) argues

that a left peripheral “monstrous” operator (Anand and Nevins 2004) forces 1st
and 2nd person pronouns to be interpreted relative to the reported discourse context.
It is argued that the monster is only available in full CPs, in which case C is able to
successfully transmit features to T, which assigns nominative case to the embedded
subject and bears matching phi-features. (96a) is such a case. In (96b), on the other
hand, there is no operator, the embedded clause is defective, and as a result, T fails to
assign nominative case to the embedded subject or to agree with it. The analysis for
defective CPs is provided in (97a), while a full (monstrous) CP is provided in (97b).

(97) a. No indexical shift = Defective CP b. Indexical Shift = Full CP
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Major (2022) follows Asarina (2011) in assuming that the PICweak is also impli-
cated in allowing Agree to occur across the CP boundary, defined below (adapted
from Chomsky 2001):

(98) Chomsky’s (2001) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PICweak): [In phase
α with head H,] the domain of H is not accessible to operations at ZP [the
smallest strong phase]; only H and its edge are accessible to such operations.

If we assume the C in full CPs to involve a strong phase head, the embedded subject
would be accessible to matrix v only when a defective CP is merged (hence the lack
of indexical shift in (97a)). The absence of agreement is indicative of the absence of
a strong phase head, in which case matrix v is able to probe into the embedded CP
and enter into an Agree relation with the closest DP it c-commands—the embedded
subject.

Further, it can be shown that what appear to be accusative subjects with full agree-
ment on V are actually proleptic (not Raising-to-Object) in all cases where they occur
with CPs that display non-3rd person agreement. At the end of their paper, Shklovsky
and Sudo (2014: 399, Ex. 51) introduce cases where there is an accusative element
in the matrix clause and full agreement in the lower clause. Interestingly, in two of
the cases, the phi-features of the accusative element do not match the agreement on
the embedded verb. Major (2022) illustrates that those cases do not pass the test for
raising, thus suggesting that they are instances of prolepsis. I reintroduce related data
here, illustrating that full agreement is possible only in cases of prolepsis, not raising.
Notice in (99) that the accusative element in each case is the 1PL NCI héchqaysi-miz-
ni ‘none of us.’ Notice that it is possible for it to occur with embedded 2nd person
agreement (99a) or 1PL agreement (99c), as long as it is licensed by matrix nega-
tion. The cases in (99b) and (99d) illustrate that this is not possible with embedded
negation, which suggests that full agreement is incompatible with raising.34

(99) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

héchqaysi-miz-ni
no.which-1PL.POSS-ACC

%(siz)
you

nan
bread

ye-d-ingiz/*i
eat-PST-2PL/3

dé-mi-d-i.
say-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur didn’t say of any of us, you ate bread.’
b. * Mahinur

Mahinur
héchqaysi-miz-ni
no.which-2PL.POSS-ACC

(siz)
you

nan
bread

ye-mi-d-ingiz
eat-NEG-PST-1PL

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

34An anonymous reviewer mentions that some speakers do not allow an overt pronoun in cases like (99a)
and (99c). It is further suggested that these cases might not involve prolepsis as a result. Even if some
speakers do not allow the embedded subject to be overtly realized, perhaps due to its proximity to the
proleptis object that it is coreferential with, this does not mean it is not prolepsis. For this reason, I re-
inserted the 2SG example in (99a), because there is no interpretation of this data (that I am aware of) that
could be construed as raising, given that the tail of that chain would be 1PL. For this reason, it is much
more natural to interpet this data as prolepsis, where indexical shifting of the 2SG is necessary to meet the
aboutness requirement of prolepsis (thanks to Julie Anne for pointing this out). This holds even if pro is
obligatory for some speakers. As a matter of fact, shifting is shown to correlate with only pro in Mishar
Tatar (Podobryaev 2014), so there is precedent.
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Intended: ‘Mahinur said of none of us, you ate bread.’

c. Mahinur
Mahinur

héchqaysi-miz-ni
no.which-1PL.POSS-ACC

%(biz)
we

nan
bread

ye-d-uq/*i
eat-PST-1PL

dé-mi-d-i.
say-NEG-PST-3

‘Mahinur didn’t say of any of us, we ate bread.’

d. * Mahinur
Mahinur

héchqaysi-miz-ni
no.which-1PL.POSS-ACC

(biz)
we

nan
bread

ye-mi-d-uq
eat-NEG-PST-1PL

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

Intended: ‘Mahinur said of none of us, we ate bread.’

Also notice that 3rd person, default agreement is not possible in either of the gram-
matical cases of prolepsis, (99a) and (99c), illustrating that default agreement is not
possible for actual instances of prolepsis.

The final piece to this puzzle is that default agreement is not permitted when the
accusative subject is licensed by embedded negation and the availability of an overt
subject pronoun is lost (100).

(100) Mahinur
Mahinur

héchqaysi-miz-ni
no.which-1PL.POSS-ACC

(*biz)
1PL

nan
bread

yé-mi-d-i
eat-NEG-PST-3

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said of none of us, we ate bread.’

I conclude from this data that Uyghur raising-to-object is restricted to environments
where the embedded verb bears default agreement and all apparent exceptions are
instance of prolepsis.35

One final point not presented in the aforementioned literature involves passiviza-
tion, which further demonstrates the relationship between Agreement, phasehood,
and introduces some consequences for Agree. (101a) involves a 2nd person ac-
cusative subject that triggers 3rd person agreement on the embedded verb, which
is indicative of raising, while prolepsis would require agreement. If we assume pas-
sivization to eliminate the vP phase in the matrix clause, we should find that T is
able to Agree with an embedded subject when the embedded clause is defective. This

35This contrasts with the data reported in Sakha, where B&V introduce examples like (i). Baker (2011)
suggests that there is no truth conditional difference between agreeing and non-agreeing embedded clauses.
Indexical shift is possible in Sakha in these environments, but not obligatory like Uyghur (see Vinokurova
2011). This is similar to Turkish, for which indexical shift is optional for nominatives in finite tensed
embedded clauses. In the same vein, all cases where non-default agreement appears inside the embedded
clause either involve prolepsis or indexical shift (or both).

(i) Min
I

ehigi/ehigi-ni
you/you-ACC

bügün
today

kyaj-yax-xyt
win-FUT-2PS

dien
that

erem-mit-im.
hope-PTPL-1SS

‘I hoped that you would win today.’ (Baker and Vinokurova 2010: 615, Ex. 39a)

Sakha

Assuming that the 2SG-ACC subject does in fact merge in the embedded clause and subsequently raise
out (as opposed to prolepsis), some modifications to the Uyghur analysis would be necessary to account
for Sakha. However, it would be nice to see data that proves that these are not instances of prolepsis in
Sakha.
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is exactly what we observe in (101b), where the embedded subject is promoted to
subject (to the exclusion of the rest of the tensed embedded clause).

(101) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

manga
1SG.DAT

[siz-nii
2SG-ACC

[ti ket-t-i]
leave-PST-3

dé]-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said to me that you left.’

b. Sizi

2SG

manga
1SG.DAT

[ti ket-t-i]
leave-PST-3

dé-yil-d-ingiz/*i.
say-PASS-PST-2SG/*3

‘You were said to me to have left.’

The same is shown for a case with a dep clause that modifies ‘think’ in (102b).
To indicate that the embedded subject has, in fact, raised into the matrix clause, I
introduce the matrix adverb ‘clearly.’36

(102) a. Mahinuri
Mahinur

éniq
clear

hal-da
way-LOC

[siz-nii
2SG-ACC

[ECi [ti ket-t-i]
leave-PST-3

de]-p]
say-CNV

oyli-d-i.
think-PST-3

‘Mahinur clearly thought that you left.’

b. Sizi

2SG

éniq
clear

hal-da
way-LOC

[ECi [ti ket-t-i]
leave-PST-3

de]-p
say-CNV

oyli-n-il-d-ingiz/*i.
tell-REFL-PASS-PST-2SG/*3

‘You were clearly thought to have left.’

I conclude from this data that when the matrix clause is passivized, the embedded
clause is accessible to Matrix T for Agree.37 As a result, the closest eligible DP for T
to Agree with is the subject of the embedded clause, siz ‘you,’ which it attracts spec,
TP of the matrix clause. As a result, despite the fact that the embedded T in (101b)
is defective, the embedded subject is able to get nominative case from the matrix
clause. This option is unavailable when v is not defective (in active configurations)
for standard reasons tied to locality (phasehood).

As mentioned by an anonymous reviewer, Sakha is not the only language that al-
lows what appears to be hyper-raising despite the presence of phi-agreement. For the
present analysis to work in such cases, it only requires that case of raising out of CPs
involve defective CPs, which can be realized in different ways depending on the lan-
guage. We are already aware that defective clauses in some languages correlate with
finiteness, in Uyghur agreement (requires controlling for indexical shift), in Turkish
possibly agreement (George and Kornfilt 1981) or epistemic modality (Aygen 2002).
What is clear based on the present study is that developing clear diagnostics between

36I leave the reason that attitude verbs like ‘think’ must be reflexivized prior to being passivized in this
configuration to future research.
37A reviewer points out the potential concern that configurations like (102b) involve establishing an A-
dependency inside of an adjunct. As pointed out in Sect. 2.4, same subject -(I)p clauses are not islands.
For this reason, we should expect same subject dep clauses to similarly be transparent for extraction.
Sundaresan and McFadden (2017) suggest that adjuncts that are transparent for A-bar extraction may also
be accessible for A-dependencies. If this is right, Uyghur is simply another instance of this.
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prolepsis and raising is a necessary step in seriously addressing this question. For
Uyghur, mismatching phi-features appears to be sufficient, but even in related lan-
guages like Turkish and Sakha, this diagnostic is insufficient.

5.3 Accusative subjects behave like accusative objects

Finally, if we are to apply the same analysis to accusative direct objects and accusative
subjects, we should find some of the features mentioned for accusative objects, such
as specificity and the ability to scramble. Both of these properties apply to accusative
subjects as well.

Beginning with specificity, the presence of accusative case on the embedded sub-
ject corresponds to a specific interpretation, just like objects. For instance, in (103),
there is not a particular dog in the common ground and accusative case is not al-
lowed.38

(103) Mahinur loves dogs and there are none in her area. I see her put food outside
trying to attract dogs and she tells me she will succeed. Someone asks me
why there is food outside of Mahinur’s apartment. I say:

Mahinur
Mahinur

it-(*ni)
dog-ACC

kél-i-du
return-NONPST-3

de-y-du.
say-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur says a dog will come.’

If we introduce a salient dog into the common ground, as in (104), accusative case
occurs on the subject (104):

(104) Our group of friends knows that there is a particular dog that spends time
around Mahinur’s house. It has not shown up in quite some time and Mahinur
tells me she would like it to return. I tell you later:

Mahinur
Mahinur

it-*(ni)
dog-ACC

kél-i-du
return-NONPST-3

de-y-du.
say-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur says the dog will come.’

This is precisely the behavior we observed for bare versus accusative objects. The
same pattern is observed in dep clauses. (105) demonstrates that a bare (nominative)
subject is required when there is no specific dog in the common ground. When there
is a specific dog in the common ground, accusative is required. (106) shows that when
there is a specific dog in the common ground, accusative case is required.

(105) Mahinur is sad about social isolation. She really likes dogs and mentioned to
me on Zoom that she misses spending time with dogs and that she wishes one
would show up at her house. I tell you later:

Mahinur
Mahinur

it-(*ni)
dog-ACC

kél-i-du
return-NONPST-3

de-p
say-CNV

ümid.qil-i-du.
hope-NONPST-3

38The previous section illustrates that using non 3rd persons is informative with respect to raising versus
prolepsis. Given that this contrast involves a specificity contrast, it is not possible to use first or second
persons. For this reason, it is possible that these data are actually proleptic. I do not see a clear way to
differentiate.
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‘Mahinur hopes a dog will come.’

(106) Our group of friends knows that there is a particular dog that spends time
around Mahinur’s house. It has not shown up in quite some time and Mahinur
tells me she would like it to return. I tell you later:

Mahinur
Mahinur

it-*(ni)
dog-ACC

kél-i-du
return-NONPST-3

de-p
say-CNV

ümid.qil-i-du.
hope.do-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur hopes the dog will come.’

The main point to take from this data is that if there is a direct relationship between
the feature on v, raising, and interpretation in simple transitive constructions, it is
reasonable to extend the same logic to embedded subjects.39

Based on the specificity requirement, it is perhaps unsurprising that all pronominal
subjects receive accusative case (107).40

(107) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

siz-*(ni)
2SG-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said you left.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

siz-*(ni)
2SG-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

ümid.qil-i-du.
hope-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur hoped you left.’

Another related property of accusative-marking on objects that also holds for em-
bedded subjects is related to scrambling. Notice in (108) that the embedded sub-
ject, ‘you,’ can scramble into any position in the matrix clause only if accusative-
marked.41

39This same observation was based on observations made for accusative embedded subjects in Turkish by
Predolac (2017).
40For the sake of completeness, both in clauses embedded directly under ‘say’ and those under dep, proper
names do not require accusative case. When accusative case is absent, the matrix subject is still interpreted
as definite. This differs from proper names as accusative objects in simple transitives, which require ac-
cusative case.

(i) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said Tursun left.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

ümid.qil-i-du.
hope-NONPST-3

‘Mahinur hoped Tursun left.’

Recall that there are two licensing possibilities for direct objects: pseudo-incorporate into the verb or
Agree with v, the former interpreted as non-specific and the latter as specific. Notice in tensed clauses
that there is a distinct option for case-licensing; namely, the embedded subject gets nominative case via
Agreement with T (locally). The alternative is that it Agrees with v and gets attracted into the CP phase
of the matrix clause. Given that proper names trigger 3rd person agreement (=default agreement), it is
possible that the case-marking is dependent on whether the embedded CP is defective or not, which cannot
be determined based on agreement, unlike pronouns. Also, proper names are rigid designators across
possible words, meaning that they are context insensitive (not indexical). For this reason, it is difficult to
say how it would interact with a monstrous operator in the first place.
41A reviewer points to the fact that this involves scrambling out of an adjunct. Section 2.3 illustrated
that scrambling out of VP-level -(I)p clauses is permitted in general. This was supported by typological
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(108) a. {Siz-*(ni)}
2SG-ACC

men
I

{siz-*(ni)}
2SG-ACC

bügün
today

{siz-*(ni)}
2SG-ACC

ut-t-i
win-PST-3

dé-d-im.
say-PST-1SG

‘I said you won today.’

b. {Siz-*(ni)}
2SG-ACC

men
I

{siz-*(ni)}
2SG-ACC

bügün
today

{siz-*(ni)}
2SG-ACC

ut-t-i
win-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

ümid.qil-d-im
hope-PST-1SG

‘I hoped you won today.’

Assuming that the embedded subject raises as a consequence of Agreement with v,
its landing site would be within the higher phase. As a result, in addition to receiving
accusative case, subsequent movement is enabled as a consequence, as is the case for
standard DP internal arguments.

6 De- ‘say’ assigns accusative case

Now that all of the pieces are in place, I argue that properties of ‘say’ are directly
implicated in allowing (or preventing) the licensing of accusative embedded subjects.
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that all accusative subjects are derived
internal to a clause headed by de- ‘say,’ regardless of where ‘say’ merges (as a main
verb or under -(I)p). I argue for the analysis in (109).

(109)

Recall that both DCT and Case-by-Agree are compatible with (109). Under Case-by-
Agree, accusative case is assigned as a result of Agreement itself. For DCT, Agree-
ment triggers movement, which enables the matrix subject (when ‘say’ is the main

discussion in Truswell (2011), who demonstrates that this entire class of low adjuncts crosslinguistically
appear to not be islands for extraction.
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verb) or the EC subject of de- ‘say’ in the case of dep to assign accusative case via the
DCT rule in (78b). Crucially, accusative case is always licensed within the extended
projection of de- ‘say.’ Put in other terms, I propose that the structure shown in (109)
is present in each of the cases in (110).

(110) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

[siz-ni
2SG-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

dé]-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said that you left.’

b. Mahinuri
Mahinur

[ECi siz-ni
2SG-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de]-p
say-CNV

warqiri-d-i.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed that you left.’

c. [[Mahinuri
Mahinur

[ECi siz-ni
2SG-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de]-p]
say-CNV

ket-t-i].
leave-PST-3

‘Mahinur left, saying you left.’

In other words, I argue that (110a) has the structure in (109), which is embedded
within the dep clause in (110b)–(110c). These latter cases do not involve selection of
a dep CP, but instead are modificational structures.

Given that ‘say’ is argued to be responsible for introducing the environment that
licenses either accusative subjects (resulting from defective CPs) or indexical shift,
we should find that indexical shift is possible in all of the same environments as
accusative subjects. This is the case across constructions, exemplified by the cases in
(111).42

(111) a. [Mahinur
Mahinur

[ men
1SG

ut-t-um]
leave-PST-1SG

dé]-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said IMahinur won.’

b. Mahinuri
Mahinur

[ECi [ men
1SG

ut-t-um]
leave-PST-1SG

de]-p
say-CNV

warqiri-d-i.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed, saying IMahinur won.’

c. Mahinuri
Mahinur

[ECi [ men
1SG

ut-t-um]
win-PST-1SG

de]-p
say-CNV

ket-t-i.
leave-PST-3

‘Mahinur left, saying IMahinur won.’

If we take ‘say’ to be responsible for licensing accusative subjects and indexical
shift, it makes sense that both are possible in essentially the same environments. This
is a clear prediction made by the present proposal. The purpose of this section is to
prove that ‘say’ is implicated in licensing accusative subjects.

6.1 Accusative embedded subjects across de- ‘say’ environments

This section begins by showing that ‘say’ introduces accusative subjects across a
wide range of unrelated construction types, suggesting that it is directly implicated

42An anonymous reviewer points out that cases involving 3rd person subjects are ambiguous between
occurring in full, finite CPs triggering standard agreement or in non-finite clauses with defective agreement
(when not case-marked). I leave this potential contrast and the interpretive consequences to future research.
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in licensing accusative subjects. I then illustrate that this analysis offers a solution
for some lingering issues related to B&Vs analysis, once we relate an active v and
accusative assignment, regardless of which theory of case we adopt. I then turn to
environments where dep is present but accusative subjects are barred, which include
impersonal constructions and Sakha participial constructions.

Perhaps the most straightforward reason to assume that de- ‘say’ should be impli-
cated in the assignment of accusative subjects has to do with the fact that accusative
subjects are able to occur in almost any construction that contains de- ‘say.’ This is
shown for dep regardless of the predicate it combines with (112a)–(112d).

(112) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

méni
1SG.ACC

ut-t-i
win-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

warqiri-d-i.
scream-PST-3

‘Mahinur screamed that I won.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

méni
1SG.ACC

ut-t-i
win-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

éyt-t-i.
tell-PST-3

‘Mahinur told that I won.’

c. Mahinur
Mahinur

méni
1SG.ACC

ut-t-i
win-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

angli-d-i.
hear-PST-3

‘Mahinur heard that I won.’

d. Mahinur
Mahinur

méni
1SG.ACC

ut-t-i
win-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

ket-t-i.
leave-PST-3

‘Mahinur said I won and left.’

Other types of complement clauses cannot have accusative subjects, as shown in
(113).

(113) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

méning/*méni
1SG.GEN/1SG.ACC

ut-qan-liq-i-ni
win-PTPL.PST-COMP-3POSS-ACC

eyt-t-i.
tell-PST-3

Intended: ‘Mahinur told that I won.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

méning/*méni
1SG.GEN/1SG.ACC

ut-ush-um
win-GER-1SG.POSS

kerek.
need

Intended: ‘Mahinur needs me to win.’

It is also possible for dep to introduce an accusative DP complement, which is
used to report the subject’s excuse for doing something, similar to reason clauses. In
(114), the reason that Mahinur gave for leaving was ‘me,’ but the speaker need not
believe this was the actual reason or can actually know that there was an alternative
reason.

(114) Mahinur
Mahinur

méni
1SG.ACC

de-p
say-CNV

ket-t-i.
leave-PST-3

‘Mahinur left, saying it was (because of) me.’
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Finally, regardless of the position of de- ‘say’ within the sentence and the mor-
phology it displays, accusative subjects are possible (115).43 ‘say’ is able to license
an accusative subject when it has participial marking in a relative clause (115a), when
it hosts the simultaneous morpheme (115b), and when it is part of a participial adjunct
clause (115c).

(115) a. méni
1SG.ACC

kél-i-du
come-NONPST-3

dé-gen
say-PTPL.PST

u
that

adem
man

kel-d-i.
come-PST-3

‘That man, who said that I would come, came.’

b. Tursun
Tursun

méni
1SG.ACC

hér-ip
tired-CNV

ket-t-i
KET-PST-3

dé-gech
say-SIM

qehwe
coffee

demli-d-i.
make-PST-3

‘Tursun made coffee while saying I was tired.’

c. Tursun
Tursun

méni
1SG.ACC

hér-ip
tired-CNV

ket-t-i
KET-PST-3

dé-gen-din
say-PTPL.PST-ABL

kéyin
after

öz-i
self-3POSS

qehwe
coffee

demli-d-i.
make-PST-3

‘Tursun made coffee after saying I was tired.’

The fact that accusative subjects are licensed across ‘say’ environments and no
other environments (at least in Uyghur) serves as evidence that ‘say’ is in-
volved in accusative assignment. I now turn to more fine-grained evidence for
this.

6.2 Deriving accusative subjects

In this section, I introduce further reasons that the present analysis of ‘say’ comple-
mentation more straightforwardly captures the distribution of accusative case than
applying B&V’s proposal for Sakha to account for the Uyghur data. For this reason,
I briefly discuss how accusative subjects were licensed under the previous proposal,
where the equivalent to dep, dien, is treated a simple C. I then show that there are
a number of facts that this ‘say’-based proposal is able to explain that are otherwise
mysterious. In the end, again, the structure that I propose makes it possible to adopt
a DCT analysis, but the facts follow more straightforwardly from a Case-by-Agree
analysis.

B&V assume a standard analysis of ‘say’ complementation where dien (equivalent
to dep) clauses are treated like English ‘that’ clauses (Sect. 3 offered many reasons
that this is problematic for Uyghur). More specifically, these CPs (headed by dien)
are selected by verbs or nouns. They further suggest that accusative subjects raise
only as high as spec, CP, as shown in (116).

43There are some exceptions, which I turn to in (127).
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(116)

B&V acknowledge that spec, CP is not local to the matrix subject, which would
predict that these embedded subjects should remain bare (nominative). To circumvent
this problem, they argue that CPs undergo movement, citing Stowell’s (1981) analysis
of English as a precedent. The question is whether we can actually prove that this
actually happens. I will show that finite clausal complements are inseparable from
de(p), suggesting they do not move.

Notice in (117a), that in simple ditransitives involving e.g. ber- ‘give,’ the goal
can occur on either side of the accusative-marked theme argument (117a). When
‘say’ takes a participial clausal complement, the goal argument is able to occur on
either side of the embedded clause (117b). However, when ‘say’ takes a defective CP
as its complement, the goal argument is only able to occur to the left of the tensed CP
(117c).

(117) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

{manga}
1SG.DAT

kitab-ni
book-ACC

{manga}
1SG.DAT

ber-d-i.
give-PST-3

‘Mahinur gave me the book.’

b. Mahinur
Mahinur

{manga}
1SG.DAT

Tursun-ning
Tursun-GEN

ket-ken-lik-i-ni
leave-PTPL.PST-COMP-3POSS-ACC

{manga}
1SG.DAT

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said to me that Tursun left.’

c. Mahinur
Mahinur

{manga}
1SG.DAT

Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

{*manga}
1SG.DAT

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said to me that Tursun left.’

If we take accusative case as an indicator of movement, which is prerequisite for
scrambling, we see that there is a crucial distinction between (117b) and (117c).
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Whereas accusative-marked participial clauses behave like accusative-marked ob-
jects in general, having undergone an initial movement step away from the verb,
tensed CPs exhibit distinct behavior. More specifically, (117c) shows that tensed CPs
must remain adjacent to the embedding predicate ‘say.’44

Despite the fact that the entire tensed CP cannot raise, the accusative subject is
able to undergo movement (independent of the rest of the clause), as shown in (118).
Notice that sizni is able to occur on either side of the Goal.

(118) Mahinur
Mahinur

{siz-ni}
2SG-ACC

manga
1SG.DAT

{siz-ni}
2SG-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

dé-d-i/de-p
say-PST-3/say-CNV

eyt-t-i.
tell-PST-3

‘Mahinur said to me that you left.’

This is suggestive that Uyghur tensed CPs do not raise, while their subjects do.
For this reason, accusative subjects, accusative-marked participial clauses, and
accusative-marked objects exhibit the same behavior with respect to word order.
Furthermore, if we interpret the lower position (to the right of the goal) as indicating
that the embedded subject only optionally raises, DCT would predict that the subject
should not receive accusative case in the lower position.45

Passivization offers further insights into both accusative-assignment and the
position of finite complement clauses. Notice that when ‘say’ is passivized, a
simple DP argument loses accusative case and becomes the grammatical subject
(119b).

(119) a. Mahinur
Mahinur

bir
one

söz-ni
word-ACC

manga
1SG.DAT

dé-d-i.
say-PST-3

‘Mahinur said the word to me.’

b. Bir
One

söz-(*ni)
word-ACC

manga
1SG.DAT

dé-yil-d-i.
say-PASS-PST-3

‘A word was said to me.’

The relationship between passivization of ‘say’ and its complement is similarly
revealing as it relates to tensed CPs and participial clauses, shown respectively in
(120a) and (120b). When ‘say’ is passivized, a tensed CP cannot be promoted to
subject (it must occur to the right of the goal). However, the embedded subject of this
clause is able to be promoted to subject (shown also in (101b)). Participial clauses

44Predolac (2017) shows that Turkish tensed CPs behave like bare objects in that they obligatorily remain
adjacent to the verb (i.e. they do not raise). Nominalized embedded clauses (participial clauses), on the
other hand, raise above v like any other accusative-marked argument. This observation runs parallel with
observations in languages outside of Turkic (see Halpert 2019; Moulton 2016), where ‘say’ complementa-
tion involves in-situ saturation. In other words, clauses with more noun-y properties require movement for
licensing, while more verb-y and ‘say’ complementation involves “in-situ saturation” (i.e. they are licensed
without movement).
45Thanks to Julie Anne Legate for bringing this point to my attention.
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are able to be promoted to subject (over the goal) like theme arguments in general
(120b).

(120) a. {manga}
1SG.DAT

siz
2SG

{manga}
1SG.DAT

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

{*manga}
1SG.DAT

dé-yil-d-ingiz
say-PASS-PAST-2SG

‘You were said to me to have left.’

b. {manga}
1SG.DAT

siz-ning
2SG-GEN

{*manga}
1SG.DAT

ket-ken-lik-ingiz
leave-PTPL.PST-COMP-2SG.POSS

{manga}
1SG.DAT

dé-yil-d-i.
say-PASS-PST-3

‘That you left was said to me.’

In (120a), we are able to see that the finite inflected verb must remain adjacent to ‘say,’
while the subject is able to raise into the subject position of the matrix clause lands
in the matrix clause. This offers evidence that finite clauses remain low (adjacent
to de- ‘say’), which serves as evidence against adopting B&V’s analysis of Sakha
accusative subjects in (116) for Uyghur. In other words, this provides evidence that
the subject is able to move, but the rest of the clause remains in its external merge
position as complement to V. Also notice that matrix T displays agreement with the
promoted 2SG subject. This shows that when there is a passive v in the matrix clause,
the embedded subject is able to enter into an Agree relationship with matrix T, which
results in it raising into the matrix clause.

As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, the data above is suggestive that the
clause introduced by de- ‘say’ does not undergo movement, but this does not neces-
sarily apply to dep clauses. This is true, but if this were the case, one would need an
analysis that differentiates between finite clausal complements that contain dep and
those that do not. The proposal in this paper very explicitly argues for such a differ-
ence, predicting this behavior. As a matter of fact, this paper argues that dep clauses
are VP or TP adjuncts, for this reason, it is possible for the goal argument to appear
on either side of the dep clause.

(121) Siz
2SG

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

{manga}
1SG.DAT

éyt-il-d-ingiz.
tell-PASS-PST-2SG

‘You were told to me to have left.’

Another prediction made by the present account is that with a communication
predicate like ‘tell,’ it should be possible for accusative case to appear in environ-
ments where the matrix verb is passivized. This is precisely what we see in (122),
which is acceptable in a context where the individual responsible for the utterance
is unknown, but the content that they communicated was known. In other words, the
‘telling’ part is passivized, but the ‘saying’ part is active.

(122) Siz-ni
2SG

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p
say-CNV

{manga}
1SG.DAT

éyt-il-d-i.
tell-PASS-PST-3

‘Something was said to me, saying you left.’
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Notice in this case that the matrix verb does not display 2SG agreement, the em-
bedded subject has accusative case, and the embedded verb has default agreement
(involves raising, not prolepsis). This is exactly what we expect under the present
account.

This contrasts with (121), which is a case in which matrix T reaches inside of the
dep clause, extracting the subject. A potential explanation for this contrast is the same
one applied to Voice mismatches in the regular converbial constructions discussed in
Sect. 2. VP-level -(I)p clauses are embedded under matrix aspect and cannot be pas-
sivized independent of the main verb. If this is the case, there would neither be an
active v in the matrix clause or the dep clause. In this case, the embedded subject
would be accessible to matrix T, which would result in nominative case assignment
and matching phi-agreement.46 If we take (122) to involve TP-level -(I)p, it is possi-
ble for a Voice mismatch between the matrix verb and dep. For this reason, accusative
case can be licensed within the dep clause, while the silent object of ‘tell’ is promoted
to subject, triggering default, 3SG agreement.

The same logic applies to unaccusative predicates like ‘leave’ in cases like (123).
Despite the fact that ket- ‘leave’ does not license an accusative argument, de- ‘say’
can. In this way, accusative is licensed independent of the properties of the matrix
verb.

(123) Mahinuri
Mahinur

[ECi Tursun-ni
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

ket-t-i.
leave-PST-3

‘Mahinur, having said Tursun left, left.’

Finally, as shown in Sect. 1, when the matrix verb is transitive (e.g. ‘tell’), it can
license an accusative argument in addition to the one licensed within the dep clause,
as shown in (124). The analysis is repeated in (125), where the matrix verb ‘tell’
introduces ‘news’ as its complement, which can raise above the dep clause to get
accusative case (similar to an object moving over a manner adverb). The second in-
stance of accusative case comes from within the dep clause, as was the case in (122)
and (123).

(124) Mahinur
Mahinur

manga
1SG.DAT

bu
this

xewer-*(ni)
news-ACC

[ECi Tursun-(ni)
Tursun-ACC

ket-t-i
leave-PST-3

*(de-p)]
say-CNV

éyt-t-i.
tell-PST-3

‘Mahinur told me this news, saying Tursun left.’

46As mentioned in Sect. 2.4, this requires Agree to probe into an adjunct. Following Sundaresan and
McFadden’s (2017) analysis of Tamil infinitives, I assume VP-level -(I)p clauses to be transparent for
Agree.
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(125)

6.3 Dep does not always license accusative case

B&V acknowledge that dien is diachronically related to the verb ‘say’ and the conver-
bial suffix, but they dismiss the possibility that it is synchronically a verb in comple-
mentation structures in a footnote (Baker and Vinokurova 2010: 619, fn. 20). Having
demonstrated the explanatory power that comes along with the ‘say’ + converb anal-
ysis, it is still necessary to address the criticism levied by B&V against ‘say’ as a
case assigner, beginning with impersonal constructions. Notice in (126) that Masha
is unable to receive accusative case despite being contained within a dien clause.

(126) Sakha

Bügün
Today

munnjax-xa
meeting-DAT

[Masha-(*ny)
Masha-ACC

[ehiil
next.year

Moskva-qa
Moscow-DAT

bar-ya
go-FUT.3SS

dien]]
that

cuolkaydan-na
become.certain-PST.3SS

‘It became clear at the meeting that Masha would go to Moscow next year.’
(Baker and Vinokurova 2010: 619, Ex. 47a)

B&V rule out accusative-marking in (126) on the grounds that cuolkaydan- ‘become
certain’ is an impersonal predicate. They suggest that regardless of whether there is
an expletive pro or not, that NP would not be an argument, which is prerequisite
for entering into a case competition in Sakha. However, they do not actually provide
evidence that the subject is an expletive in these constructions.

The Uyghur equivalent to (126), shown in (127), exhibits the same properties men-
tioned in Sakha. There is no overt matrix subject, the predicate is unaccusative, and
the subject of the dep clause, Mahinur, cannot receive accusative case.

(127) Uyghur

Bügün
today

yighin-da
meeting-LOC

[Mahinur-(*ni)
Mahinur-ACC

kéler
coming

yil-i
year-3POSS

Qeshqer-ge
Kashgar-DAT

bar-i-du
go-NONPST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

éniq
clear

bol-d-i.
become-PST-3
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‘It became clear at the meeting that Mahinur would go to Kashgar next year.’

However, an overt subject, such as ‘the news,’ is permitted in these cases (128).
Despite the presence of an explicit matrix subject, accusative case on the embedded
subject remains illicit. In this structure, there is a clear overt DP that should be able
to license accusative case under DCT.

(128) Uyghur

Bu
this

xeweri
news

bügün
today

yighin-da
meeting-LOC

[ECi Mahinur-(*ni)
Mahinur-ACC

kéler
coming

yil
year

Qeshqer-ge
Kashgar-DAT

bar-i-du
go-NONPST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

éniq
clear

bol-d-i.
become-PST-3

‘The news became clear at the meeting today, saying Mahinur would go to
Kashgar next year.’

This is clearly a problem for DCT, but it is not straightforward what predictions the
present account makes. In most contexts, the dep clause functions as a manner modi-
fier. In a case involving scream, the ‘saying’ describes the way in which the screaming
was done, in which case the person who screams is the same as the person who says
something. In (128), the ‘saying’ clause modifies the small clause ‘the news became
clear,’ which is not dynamic and does not contain an animate subject. If we assume
that ‘the news’ is co-referenced with the EC, the result is that ‘the news’ is the subject
of ‘saying.’ If we take this to require the stative version of ‘say,’ we could interpret the
ban on accusative as an issue related to this version of ‘say’ hosting the [+acc/spec]
feature on v that triggers movement and assigns accusative case. This version of v
(or perhaps its absence), would be defective, not unlike ‘become,’ as discussed in
Sect. 4.3.

One reason to think that this reasoning is on the right track, is because introduc-
ing an animate antecedent re-enables the possibility of an accusative subject. For
instance, if the source is embedded in a relative clause that modifies ‘the news,’
as is the case in (129), accusative case on Mahinur becomes possible again. Un-
der B&V’s analysis, it is unclear why this modification would change the ability to
license an accusative subject. However, under the present proposal, the introduction
of the source opens up the possibility of dep being dynamic and thus capable of li-
censing accusative case on the subject.

(129) [Tursuni

Tursun
manga
1SG.DAT

éyt-qan]
tell-PTPL.PST

xewer-de
news-LOC

[ECi Mahinur-(ni)
Mahinur-ACC

keler
coming

yil
year

Qeshqer-ge
Kashgar-DAT

bar-i-du
go-NONPST-3

de-p
say-CNV

éniq
clear

bol-d-i.
become-PST-3

‘It became clear in the news that Tursun told me, (he) said Mahinur will go
to Kashgar next year.’

A straightforward prediction made by the present account is that transitivizing the
matrix verb should again make it possible for matrix v to license one instance of
accusative case, and ‘say’ to assign accusative case to the subject. This is what we
find if we replace bol- ‘be(come)’ with qil- ‘do/make,’ which makes the predicate
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dynamic (recall Sect. 3.3), shown in (130). In this case, ‘her boss’ is interpreted as
the subject of ‘make clear’ and ‘say.’

(130) Bashliq-ik
boss-3SG.POSS

bügün
today

yighin-da
meeting-LOC

[ECk Mahinur-(ni)
Mahinur-ACC

kéler
coming

yil
year

Qeshqer-ge
Kashgar-DAT

bar-i-du
go-NONPST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

bu
this

xewer-(ni)
news-ACC

éniq
clear

qil-d-i.
make-PST-3

‘Her boss made the news clear at the meeting today that Mahinur would go
to Kashgar next year.’

If we passivize this active form, we should find that the matrix clause is unable
to assign accusative case, but the dep clause itself should be able to. This is what we
find in (131), where there is an implied agent of ‘make clear,’ which is interpreted as
the agent of ‘say.’ As a result, an accusative subject is permitted.

(131) Bu
this

xewer-(*ni)
news-ACC

meqsetlik
intentionally

bügün
today

yighin-da
meeting-LOC

[EC Mahinur-(ni)
Mahinur-ACC

kéler
coming

yil
year

Qeshqer-ge
Kashgar-DAT

bar-i-du
go-NONPST-3

de-p]
say-CNV

éniq
clear

qil-in-d-i.
make-PASS-PST-3

‘The news was intentionally made clear at the meeting today that Mahinur
would go to Kashgar next year.’

Taking stock, I have shown that these structures are rather complex, but given
the structural re-analysis, we are able to deal with the case facts. Under Case-by-
Agree, it has been argued that accusative case correlates with [+ACC/SPEC], which
triggers movement and results in a specific interpretation. When ‘say’ is interpreted
as a dynamic verb with an agent, it is able to assign accusative case, while when it
is stative, it cannot. Depending on the precise environment, either stative or dynamic
‘say’ will be more natural, which has the ability to impact case assignment. In im-
personal constructions or those where the subject is ‘the news,’ only stative ‘say’ is
possible, because ‘the news’ is not a viable agent. The precise interpretation of ‘say’
and its syntactic properties are determined by properties of the VP it modifies. For
this reason, it is possible for ‘scream,’ ‘become clear,’ ‘think,’ and ‘leave’ to directly
impact ‘say.’47

47The final data point brought up by B&V that needs to be addressed applies to only Sakha, which is that
there exist nominalized embedded clauses that are able to have accusative case (i)–(ii). Given that this
option is not possible in Uyghur, I leave these configurations to future investigation of Sakha.

(i) Min
I

ehigi-ni
you-ACC

bügün
today

kyaj-byk-kyt-yn
win-PTPL-2PP-ACC

ihit-ti-m.
hear-PST-1SG

‘I heard you won today.’

(ii) Min
I

kim-i
who-ACC

daqany
PRT

kyaj-bataq-yn
win-NEG.PTPL-3SP.ACC

ihit-ti-m.
hear-PAST-1SS

‘I heard that nobody won (the lottery).’ (Baker and Vinokurova 2010: 617, Ex. 42b)
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7 Discussion

Many morphologists and syntacticians have adopted DCT to analyze the distribu-
tion of case far beyond Turkic. Sakha is oft-cited as constituting convincing evidence
in favor of DCT, as opposed to traditional theories of case. This paper has argued
for re-analysis of complementation structures that sheds new light on the distribu-
tion of accusative case, re-opening the possibility of accounting for Sakha case with
Case-by-Agree. On its own terms, this analysis of clausal complementation makes
it possible to account for the entire distribution of accusative case in Uyghur using
Case-by-Agree. Case-by-Agree is similarly able to account for the distribution of ac-
cusative case in Sakha (see Yue n.d.). The present analysis also sharpens the ability
for DCT to account for the distribution of complement clauses and accusative sub-
jects.

7.1 ‘Say’ complementation

As mentioned in the introduction to this paper, there are precedents for treating ‘say’
in complementation structures as a verbal element (Kinyalolo 1993; Koopman 1984;
Koopman and Sportiche 1989; Özyıldız 2017). The results of this paper contribute
to the empirical landscape and also offer important theoretical insights. This paper
shows that the morpho-syntactic and semantic properties of ‘say’ as a main verb
are additionally observed in ‘say’ complementation structures. Based on these facts,
the present paper suggests that these elements are best analyzed as ‘say.’ ‘Say’ is
uniquely able to introduce a tensed (root-like) clause, which remains low in the struc-
ture (adjacent to ‘say’), evidenced by e.g. passivization. Moulton (2016) discusses
‘say’ complementizers in Bangla as “in-situ saturators,” suggesting that these ele-
ments are unique in licensing their complements in-situ (they do not require clausal
extraposition). The present paper supports the general spirit of this observation, but
suggests that it is not that they are special complementizers. Instead, ‘say’ is uniquely
able to license a complement clause in-situ. There is nothing preventing this from
varying across languages.

One consequence worth considering as a result from this paper is related to
methodology and the analytical assumptions we make, primarily in theoretically-
oriented fieldwork. In the simplest cases, ‘say’ clauses look equivalent to ‘that’
clauses, which has led many researchers to assume that there is not a fundamental
difference between complement clause types. From a methodological perspective, I
hope the morphology-first approach to probing these structures highlights another
way of engaging with field data.

Relatedly, as a result of corpus work and working with naturalistic texts, I have
been led to discover other configurations that one would be unlikely to encounter
via a translation task. For instance, ‘say’ clauses occur in environments where ‘that’
clauses in English would never be observed, such as (132). This is far less surprising if
we analyze dep clauses as VP modifiers, in which case using the verb ‘say’ basically
introduces a direct quotation that mentions what the name is (132).

(132) Men
I

oghl-um-gha
son-1SG.POSS-DAT

[Tursun
Tursun

de-p]
say-CNV

isim
name

qoy-d-um.
put-PST-1SG

‘I named my son Tursun.’ (lit. ‘I put a name on my son, saying Tursun.’)
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The same logic applies to a variety of other phenomena that do not immedi-
ately seem related. For instance, the results of this paper suggest that ‘say’ clauses
are uniquely responsible for introducing clauses of different sizes, implicated in
Case/Agreement, hyperraising, indexical shift, direct quotation, and more. This also
has implications for discussions of cross-clausal A-dependencies (e.g. Wurmbrand
2019). In ongoing work, in the spirit of Koopman and Sportiche (1989) and Messick
(2017), I have been looking at the links between ‘say’ elements and logophoricity in
Niger-Congo and the extent to which ‘say’ and logophoric pronouns are comparable
to the Turkic facts.

7.2 Case theory

Turning back to case theory, the debate with respect to Case-by-Agree and DCT is
revitalized on the basis of the present analysis. For those who wish to argue that DCT
is not needed, this paper shows that data closely resembling Sakha can be handled
without DCT. In particular, this work on Uyghur has led to a recent investigation
of Sakha that does not require DCT for Sakha (Yue n.d.). This joins recent work
suggesting that Case-by-Agree is insufficient, as well (Šereikaitė 2021).

For those who argue that Case-by-Agree is insufficient, on the other hand (e.g.
Baker 2015; Marantz 1991; McFadden 2004; Yip et al. 1987), the present paper has
offered a way to maintain DCT in light of the new data provided. If we accept that
Case-by-Agree is insufficient to account for the cross-linguistic facts, for instance,
we may want to interpret the results of this paper in precisely this way.48

On the other hand, I find the results of this paper to put forth a reasonably strong
parsimony argument against DCT on the basis of Turkic alone. If we already assume
that v triggers movement that always results in accusative case, introducing DCT
seems redundant. For Uyghur, I have shown that it is possible for Case-by-Agree to
handle the full distribution of accusative case. Yue (n.d.) builds upon this work and
introduces a novel analysis of Sakha that is entirely compatible with Case-by-Agree,
but maintains that there are differences between Uyghur and Sakha. In an ongoing
project, I have also been taking a new look at Turkish, which has strikingly similar
configurations involving accusative subjects, but their distribution is not equivalent to
Uyghur or Sakha, as illustrated below:

(133) a. % Melisa
Melisa

beni
1SG.ACC

git-ti(-m)
leave-PST-1SG

dedi.
said

‘Melisa said I left.’

b. Melisa
Melisa

beni
1SG

git-ti(-m)
leave-PST-1SG

di-ye
say-YE

düşünüyor/duydu.
thinks/heard

‘Melisa thought/heard that she left.’

c. * Melisa
Melisa

beni
1SG.ACC

gel-di(-m)
come-PST-1SG

di-ye
say-YE

bağırdı.
screamed

‘Melisa left, saying she is sick.’

48For additional theoretical argumentation in favor of DCT (or at least a configurational theory of case) see
Preminger (To appear). For discussion of a function-head driven theory of case-assignment that interacts
with morphological rules, see Legate (2008, To appear).
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d. * Melisa
Melisa

beni
1SG.ACC

gel-di(-m)
come-PST-1SG

di-ye
say-YE

git-ti.
left

‘Melisa left, saying she is sick.’

Based on judgments from six speakers, there is disagreement with respect to
whether de- ‘say’ can license an accusative subject (133a). All speakers allow ac-
cusative subjects in diye + ‘think/hear’ (133b). Speakers universally reject accusative
subjects for diye + ‘scream’ (133c) and diye + ‘leave’ (133d). In Turkish, it is thus
clear that one cannot predict the distribution of accusative case based on the relation-
ship between the matrix subject and the embedded subject. One must make reference
to the matrix verb to make this determination. There are two conclusions I take form
this data: 1) it is properties of the matrix verb that determine the licensing of ac-
cusative subjects in Turkish, and 2) Turkish exhibits a system that is entirely distinct
from Uyghur and Sakha. A uniform analysis of these phenomena should not only be
dispreferred, but is impossible.49

8 Conclusion

This paper has offered a novel analysis of complementation and case-assignment on
the basis of novel empirical data from Uyghur, which I argue further extends to Sakha
and has important implications for the debate in the literature regarding Case Theory
and beyond. More specifically, I argue that the bulk of the contexts where unexpected
accusative arguments emerge are only unexpected because the “complementizer” el-
ement dep (Uyghur) and dien (Sakha) should be decomposed into the verb ‘say’ and
the converbial linking suffix. Both DCT and Case-by-Agree are shown to be suffi-
cient to account for nearly all of the relevant case data, assuming this analysis of
complementation. Not only does this analysis offer new insights into the distribution
of ‘say’ clauses compared to participial clauses, but it also offers a reason for a wide
range of otherwise unrelated properties that are particular to clauses containing the
verb ‘say,’ such as finiteness, case/agreement, raising-to-object, indexical shift, and
factivity. With respect to case theory, this analysis also revives the debate between
Case-by-Agree and DCT.
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